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1 INT. LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

A small apartment, lit by cheap table lamps and tea lights.

Thin velvet curtains blow slightly in the draught.

Dime-store Buddhas litter dusty shelves, dream-catchers are

tacked to walls.

A fire hisses in the grate as IDENTICAL TWIN GIRLS sit,

holding hands, on a couch. Nineteen and dressed in

knee-length skirts and sweaters, the only difference between

the two is one has waist-length chestnut hair, and the other

is completely bald. They look around nervously.

DARK-HAIRED TWIN

It’s your decision.

A MIDDLE AGED WOMAN in tie-dye and bangles enters, carrying

a tray of herbal tea. She sits opposite the girls.

MEDIUM

Honey or lemon?

BALD TWIN

We’ll do it.

The woman smiles. She stands up and flicks off each lamp in

turn, so the room dances in flickers and shadow. She sweeps

the curtains shut, and stands behind the couch.

MEDIUM

OK, just relax.

She rests her hands on each twin’s head, and closes her

eyes. The twins hold each other’s hands tighter and shut

their eyes too. As the Medium chants, the dark-haired twin

starts to cry.

MEDIUM

Spirits! Oh benevolent and wise

masters of the underworld, we call

on you to take mercy on our beloved

sister, Rosemary, when her time has

come, and allow her to continue her

life’s journey with her host and

most beneficent sibling, Sophie.

Let not the flames of life

extinguish as Rosemary’s candle

dies, but allow her to burn

brightly within her twin until

death reunites them in the

everlasting.

The Medium peeks one eye open. Both girls are sobbing now.

Satisfied, she swaps her hands over, and continues.

(CONTINUED)
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MEDIUM (CONT.)

Most mighty spirits, grant Rosemary

continuing life through her host.

Allow her to see the world through

her eyes, feel the ground through

her feet and hear the sweet sounds

of life through her ears.

She hams it up, chanting a strange, eerie gibberish, rocking

back and forth on her heels.

In the corner of the room, hidden in shadow, a WOMAN

slouches in an armchair. Bored and incredulous, she rolls

her eyes and huffs. Her exhalation extinguishes a candle.

She sits bolt upright.

MEDIUM (CONT.)

For your most mighty gift cannot be

snuffed by the mere presence of

death, but continues to burn as a

light negates shadow. Thank you,

most benevolent spirits, for your

mercy and understanding. Praise be.

The Medium lifts her hands from the twins’ heads and drops

her arms to her sides theatrically. The two girls hug each

other, relieved it’s over.

The woman in the chair stares at the extinguished candle, a

thin trail of smoke dissipating on the breeze. Although

hidden in shadow she is the Medium’s exact double.

The Medium snaps on an overhead light. Its fluorescent glare

makes them all blink. The woman in the corner is gone.

MEDIUM

How d’you feel, honey?

BALD TWIN

A bit groggy.

MEDIUM

To be expected dear. Have some tea.

She looks pointedly at the twin with the long dark hair.

They go into the corridor and speak in whispers.

MEDIUM

She’ll feel a bit strange for a few

days. But it’s most certainly

worked, I can feel it. I hope it

will give you some comfort.

(CONTINUED)
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DARK-HAIRED TWIN

I don’t know how to thank you...

what you’ve done...

MEDIUM

I think we agreed 200...?

DARK-HAIRED TWIN

Oh, yes.

She fishes in her handbag and counts out some notes.

DARK-HAIRED TWIN

Thank you.

MEDIUM

I’m sorry for your loss.

The dark haired twin goes back to her sister, stroking her

arm as she drinks her tea. The Medium watches from the

hallway, fingering the crisp notes. She smiles.

TITLES.

2 INT. MODERN KITCHEN - DAY

Stainless steel, bleached wood, sunshine through blinds.

MICHELLE MORRISON, early forties, short dark hair, fit and

happy, fixes breakfast. She boogies round the room, opening

and closing drawers in time to the radio, cheerfully making

a mess. A long eared spaniel patters into the room. Michelle

drops a piece of bacon at his paws, where it’s eagerly

devoured. The dog looks up with adoring eyes.

Michelle cracks eggs into a thick Pyrex bowl. She picks a

piece of shell out with her finger. The last egg goes in - a

double-yolker. Michelle picks up a whisk and beats the hell

out of the eggs. She slops them into a butter-fizzing frying

pan, slams thick slices of bread down in the toaster and

shakes the dog off her foot.

MICHELLE

Jamie! Breakfast!

A TIRED LOOKING MAN enters the kitchen, a tiny baby asleep

on his shoulder.

JAMIE

Sshh. It’s only just gone to sleep.

(CONTINUED)
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MICHELLE

(stage whisper)

Breakfast!

She serves the eggs on to a plate and sets it down on the

table. Jamie grimaces.

JAMIE

What’s wrong with a simple cup of

coffee?

MICHELLE

Eat it all. You need your strength.

She gingerly strokes the baby’s cheek.

MICHELLE

Off to work.

Jamie raises his hand in goodbye, too tired to speak.

3 EXT. UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY - DAY

An old fashioned Ivy League university, red brick and

pristine grass. Michelle steps out of her ancient navy blue

Volvo and jauntily strides up the path, waving hello to two

identical gardeners.

4 INT. OFFICE - DAY

Michelle enters her messy office. Bookshelves line every

wall, a rubber plant looms in the corner. Photos of twins

adorn every surface - some framed, others tacked on to walls

- of all different ages and nationalities. Sat in the chair

in front of Michelle’s desk is SOPHIE, the dark-haired twin.

SOPHIE

Morning Professor. I hope you don’t

mind I came right in.

MICHELLE

Not at all. Call me Michelle.

She dumps her briefcase and flicks the kettle on.

MICHELLE

How are you?

Sophie shrugs, then bursts into tears. She furiously wipes

them away with a tissue, hiding her face.

(CONTINUED)
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SOPHIE

Sorry.

MICHELLE

No need to apologise. What is it

now - three weeks?

SOPHIE

Yesterday. I’m so...

MICHELLE

I know.

She gets up and pours boiling water into two mugs.

MICHELLE

Tea. Cures all ills. Coughs and

colds. Broken bones. Broken hearts.

Sophie dries her eyes and picks up a silver framed photo of

two seven-year-old girls, their arms wrapped around each

other. She uses it to check her mascara hasn’t run. Michelle

hands her a mug of tea.

MICHELLE

Wasn’t I a cute little thing?

SOPHIE

(shyly)

This must be Lindsay.

MICHELLE

(surprised)

I guess I do talk about her a lot.

SOPHIE

Do you miss her?

MICHELLE

Every moment.

SOPHIE

(crying again)

I feel so totally alone.

MICHELLE

I know. But it gets better. You get

used to being an only twin.

She smiles. They sit in silence, staring at the photo.
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5 INT. MEDIUM’S HOUSE - BATHROOM - DAY

The Medium, in a threadbare towel, brushes her teeth. She

glances up at the mirror. A barely-there, ephemeral

reflection of herself stands over her shoulder. Smiling. The

Medium rinses her brush under the tap and takes a mouthful

of water. She straightens up and looks into the mirror

again. There is nothing there.

6 INT. NURSING HOME - DAY

Michelle strides purposefully down a linoleum-lined

corridor, a bunch of daffodils in her arms. She smiles

brightly as she enters a private room.

MICHELLE

Hey Mum.

MICHELLE’s MOTHER sits in an armchair, staring out the

window. A frail, wizened, woman of 80, she doesn’t

acknowledge her daughter’s presence.

MICHELLE

Jamie says hello. And the baby.

Still a nameless little bugger. We

can’t decide. Any thoughts?

Silence.

She drums her fingers on the table, sighs. Thinks of

something.

MICHELLE (CONT.)

Did I tell you I’m speaking at

Princeton? Some conference, lots of

fellow geeks. Jamie’s not happy

about me going, leaving him with

the baby. I suppose I could take

him with me. Maybe not.

Mother and daughter both stare out the window.

7 INT. NURSING HOME - LATER

Michelle stands outside her mother’s room, talking to a

NURSE. She has her back to us.

MICHELLE

Same old, same old.

(CONTINUED)
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NURSE

You might not see it, but she

enjoys your visits. Most days she

doesn’t get out of bed.

MICHELLE

Hmm. I don’t get the impression she

hears a word I say.

NURSE

Give it time. Is there anyone else

who could come see her? Do you have

any brothers or sisters?

MICHELLE

Nope. Just me.

She gives her a cheerful smile.

MICHELLE (CONT.)

See you next week.

8 INT. CAR - EVENING

Michelle drives slowly through the nursing home grounds. She

has the radio on quietly and talks to herself.

MICHELLE

Sometimes I think maybe I catch a

glimmer of recognition, but then

it’s gone. Depends what I talk

about. She’s not interested in the

baby. She certainly doesn’t like it

when I mention YOU. But, I don’t

know, if I talk about Dad,

sometimes, perhaps, there’s this

little spark, this tiny bit of

communication. I...

Her phone rings. It’s Jamie.

MICHELLE

Hey gorgeous.

A pause.

MICHELLE

Tonight? Oh hell.

She stops to let two little old ladies cross the road.

They’re dressed identically in yellow cardigans and blue

woolly tights.

(CONTINUED)
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MICHELLE

I’m sure they were only over last

week. No it’s fine, I don’t mind.

9 INT. MORRISON HOUSE - DINING ROOM - EVENING

Six or seven guys sit around the dining table - talking,

laughing, drinking. Beer cans are strewn across the table,

plates of food stacked to one side. Jamie looks happy,

animated, relaxed.

Amid boisterous laughter they’re discussing baby names.

GUY 1

What about ’Maximilian’?

GUY 2

’Maverick’!

GUY 3

’Morrissey’?

JAMIE

(laughing)

Morrissey Morrison?

GUY 3

You’re welcome.

JAMIE

Well, whatever we decide, we better

do it quick. The christening’s

Saturday.

GUY 1

Don’t you have any ideas?

GUY 2

Seriously, the kid’s like, twelve.

This has to be the longest anyone

has gone without a name, ever.

GUY 1

You’re setting him up for an

identity crisis.

JAMIE

We’re working on it! We just

haven’t... settled on anything yet.

He doesn’t ’look’ like anything.

(CONTINUED)
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GUY 3

I was named before I left the womb.

GUY 1

Yeah your parents were so original.

It’s a boy, name it after me!

GUY 3

What’s it matter? It’s just a name.

Michelle clears her throat.

MICHELLE

Don’t you think a child’s name has

some bearing on its future? That it

might influence how he turns out?

GUY 2

Yeah maybe, if you called it Adolf.

Michelle gets up, stacking dishes.

MICHELLE

I’m serious.

JAMIE

Mish, leave that. I’ll do it.

GUY 1

Yeah right! He’s never done the

dishes in his life!

GUY 2

He’ll have the kid doing it in a

couple years.

GUY 3

Say, Michelle. What do you want to

call him?

Michelle looks at Jamie. There’s something unspoken.

MICHELLE

I like ’Lindsay’.

A beat. Then guffaws.

GUY 1

Oh God, Jamie! Grow a pair and get

this kid named. Your wife’s gonna

get him lynched.

Snatching up some plates, Michelle leaves the room.
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10 INT. MORRISON HOUSE - DINING ROOM - LATER

Guy 1 - DAVID - walks into the dining room, zipping his fly.

DAVID

Who’s Michelle talking to?

JAMIE

What?

DAVID

In the study. I thought it was the

baby...

They move into the hall and stand outside Michelle’s study.

Faintly we can hear her monologuing. Jamie sighs.

JAMIE

Goddammit.

They move away from the door.

JAMIE (CONT.)

She’s talking to her... sister.

DAVID

Her dead sister? Wow, long

distance.

JAMIE

Very funny. I don’t know, I guess

it’s her way of coping.

DAVID

Jeez. Ever heard of therapy?

JAMIE

Michelle’s British. They don’t DO

therapy there.

DAVID

I meant for you buddy.

11 INT. MEDIUM’S HOUSE - BEDROOM - NIGHT

The Medium sits in bed, reading. She folds the corner of the

page over and sets the book down on the night stand. She

glances across the room and sees herself sitting on the edge

of the bed. She turns off the light.
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12 INT. SUBWAY - DAY

The Medium rides the subway to work with a friend, CINDY.

Cindy is big, black and loud. They’re both in nurse uniform.

CINDY

You gotta stop conning these

people, honey. It’s immoral.

MEDIUM

What I get paid at Greenview is

immoral.

CINDY

Don’t try and justify it, sister.

You’re screwing people in their

time of grief.

MEDIUM

They thank me! Anyway, I can’t

empty bedpans the rest of my life.

The train pulls in. They push through the crowds to the door

- the Medium’s scarf drops on to the floor.

CINDY

Honey, your scarf has gone.

Cindy turns to go back but the doors have slammed. She peers

through the window and sees the Medium, still sat in her

seat. A man picks up the scarf from the floor and hands it

to her. She smiles and nods. The carriage pulls away.

Cindy turns around and sees the Medium stood on the

platform. Before she has time to speak, the Medium turns

tail and runs away.

13 EXT. STREET - DAY

Michelle and Jamie hurry along a busy street, baby in arms.

Michelle pushes her mother along in a wheelchair.

JAMIE

Pretty sure it’s just down here.

MICHELLE

So, we’re decided then. A hundred

per cent Christopher.

JAMIE

A hundred per cent.

(CONTINUED)
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MICHELLE

Only there’s still time. We can

still talk about it. Even just as a

middle name...

Jamie stops.

JAMIE

Honey. We’re not calling our son

Lindsay. I’m sorry, I just can’t do

it. It’s weird. It’s creepy. I

just... can’t.

He carries on walking.

MICHELLE

Don’t I get a say?

JAMIE

Yes, you said Christopher!

Christopher’s good.

MICHELLE

I just...

JAMIE

The conversation’s over, Michelle.

Look, everyone’s here.

He hurries to greet the small crowd of family and friends

outside the church. Michelle reluctantly follows.

14 INT. NURSING HOME - DAY

Michelle plumps up the pillows behind her mother as she

settles on to her hospital bed. Jamie waits in the corner,

holding Christopher. The Nurse bustles in.

NURSE

Hey, you’re back. How’d it go?

JAMIE

Splendid. No longer nameless.

NURSE

Aren’t you a handsome little guy?

She tousles Christopher’s hair.

NURSE (CONT.)

Got his Grandma’s eyes.
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She hurries off. Again, we don’t see her face, but she’s

wearing a familiar scarf.

15 INT. MEDIUM’S HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

The Medium sits asleep in front of the TV. Her double sits

next to her. The phone rings, and goes to answerphone.

CINDY (O.S.)

Hey, it’s me. Why’d you take off

like that? I’m... I’m worried about

you. I thought I saw something on

the train. I don’t know. Call me,

ok?

The Medium stirs. Her double gets up and turns the TV off.

They look at each other.

MEDIUM

Who ARE you?

DOUBLE

You. Now.

She crosses over to the couch and stands in front of the

Medium. Slowly the Double starts to disintegrate - like a

cloud of smoke and then a million specks of dust, she swirls

in a vortex in front of the terrified Medium. And then -

like a magnetic charge - the cloud of particles swarm into

the Medium who chokes, gasps, her whole body fighting

against this invasion. She goes still, closes her eyes,

paralysed.

A beat, and then she opens her eyes. But she’s changed,

she’s new, someone else. She smiles.

16 EXT. GRAVEYARD - DAY

Row upon row of headstones run in higgledy piggledy lines,

the San Francisco skyline in the distance. It’s a crisp

winter’s day, and Sophie’s breath forms tiny whisps of cloud

as she stands in front of Rosemary’s grave.

She bends down and picks at the first few strands of grass

peeking their way through the freshly dug earth.

SOPHIE

Why can’t I feel you? I don’t feel

you.

She glares around the cemetery, blinking back angry tears.
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17 INT. APARTMENT BLOCK - DAY

A badly lit apartment block corridor. A puddle of what might

be water sits at the top of the stairwell. Cindy carefully

steps over it and approaches a shabby black door. Raised

voices and a television can be heard from another apartment.

She knocks.

The Double flings opens the door.

DOUBLE

(a beat)

You’re Cindy!

CINDY

Well remembered. You forget you got

a job?

DOUBLE

I’m taking a break. Going to skip

town and fly up the coast, take in

a show, dip my toes in the ocean,

fly a kite...

CINDY

Are you on your own? Do you have

someone here?

DOUBLE

Nuh-uh! Just lil ol me!

CINDY

The woman on the train. I

thought...

She spots the cigarette the Double is holding.

CINDY

Since when did you..? Are you high?

DOUBLE

High on life, honey! It’s amazing!

I gotta go pack.

She slams the door in Cindy’s face.

18 INT. NURSING HOME - DAY

Cindy pours mugs of coffee from a large jug, smiling and

calling greetings to the patients as they file in for

breakfast. She reaches for another jug and, just for a

second, looks troubled. She looks behind her, then down at

her feet. She turns around again. There’s nothing wrong.
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19 INT. LECTURE HALL - DAY

Michelle addresses a half-empty lecture theatre. Students

sit in small groups, doodling, taking notes, texting. There

are a noticeable number of twins in the audience. Sophie

sits at the front, bolt upright, all ears. The bell rings.

The students leap from their seats, chattering, laughing.

MICHELLE

... And now I’m talking to myself.

Sophie gathers up her books and approaches the lectern.

SOPHIE

That was really interesting,

Michelle.

MICHELLE

Glad someone was listening. In

Cambridge we didn’t have bells.

Meant we could finish what we were

saying before the stampede.

SOPHIE

Do you want to go grab a coffee?

MICHELLE

Oh, I’m sure you have better things

to do.

SOPHIE

No. I’d like to know more. Anything

to do with twins interests me.

MICHELLE

A girl after my own heart. Or

something. OK, great.

20 INT. MICHELLE’S STUDY - DAY

Michelle and Sophie sit side by side, flicking through an

old photo album.

SOPHIE

Aw, that’s sweet.

She points at a photo of Michelle, aged about four, pushing

an identical dark-haired girl around in a miniature

wheelbarrow. The girl in the barrow is tucked up in blankets

and squealing with laughter.

(CONTINUED)
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MICHELLE

Our fourth birthday.

SOPHIE

Is this your mother?

A beautiful woman of around forty. Shy and blushing at the

camera. She cradles a tiny baby in her arms, a happy new

mother. Michelle nods.

SOPHIE

She’s beautiful.

MICHELLE

What they used to call an English

rose. She looked better than the

mothers half her age.

SOPHIE

Does she live round here?

MICHELLE

Greenview. Nursing home. She lived

with us, but... with the baby...

She snaps the photo album shut and a conference flyer falls

to the floor. Sophie picks it up.

SOPHIE

You must be really excited.

MICHELLE

I suppose it’s quite an honour. I

mean, it’s pretty small fry, but

for those interested in this kind

of thing...

SOPHIE

I think it’s wonderful. I wish I

could go...

MICHELLE

Oh I’m sure you’d be bored...

SOPHIE

No, really. Maybe it’s just a twin

thing, or just a... I don’t know.

Now she’s gone, I feel like I want

to. Ah. I can’t explain.

She drops her hands in her lap, embarrassed.

(CONTINUED)
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MICHELLE

It’s a way to stay connected I

suppose.

SOPHIE

Yes!

MICHELLE

I guess the only reason I got into

my specialist subject was because I

lost Lindsay.

She looks thoughtful.

MICHELLE (CONT.)

I could take you as my guest?

SOPHIE

Really?

MICHELLE

I don’t see why not. You’re

studying genealogy, I’m your

professor.

She takes the stack of photo albums and crosses to the

bookshelves to put them away.

MICHELLE (CONT.)

I’ll look into it.

Sophie looks ecstatic.

21 INT. NURSING HOME - DAY

Cindy carries a stack of steel bedpans down a corridor into

a laundry room. The DUTY MANAGER is in the room. She tries

to about-turn but he accosts her.

MANAGER

Heard from her yet?

CINDY

Oh, uh, yeah I saw her the other

day. She said she’d call.

MANAGER

Well she hasn’t. And now she

needn’t bother - she’s fired.

(CONTINUED)
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CINDY

Hey, you can’t just do that. I

don’t think she’s well. She was

acting kinda odd.

MANAGER

Odd how? She was probably buzzed.

CINDY

She doesn’t do that. I think maybe

she has some... family staying.

MANAGER

She can’t just walk out like that.

She’s got patients. And I’ve lost

mine. She’s out.

He walks off. Cindy wrings her hands anxiously. She picks up

a bedpan and flushes the contents down the sink. She catches

sight of her reflection, bends in closer - and lets out a

piercing scream.

22 INT. CONFERENCE HOTEL - DAY

Michelle stands at a lectern, delivering a speech to a

packed auditorium.

MICHELLE

Vanishing twin syndrome is a term

that has been used since the 1980s

to describe the phenomenon whereby

one of the foetuses in a

multi-gestation pregnancy

spontaneously aborts, usually

during the first trimester.

As she talks the camera slowly scans around the audience. On

the front row, near Sophie, sits a blonde woman in her 30s.

She is twirling a strand of her hair around her finger.

MICHELLE

Vanishing twins occur in as many as

one out of every eight multi-foetus

pregnancies and may not even be

known in most cases.

She looks up.

MICHELLE

So, one in eight of all you people

here may have had a twin at some

point.

(CONTINUED)
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The camera pans back a few rows to some empty seats. Another

blonde woman sits, slowly twirling a strand of hair around

her finger. She is a little clumsier, slightly opaque. She

stares intently at the blonde woman at the front.

MICHELLE

The foetus that dies in utero is

then partially or completely

reabsorbed by the twin. It’s been

hypothesized that intense foetal

competition for space, nutrition,

or other factors during early

gestation, account for the

phenomenon.

The blonde woman reaches down to scratch her ankle. A few

rows back, the double does the same.

MICHELLE

Vanishing twin syndrome...

23 INT. BAR - EVENING

Jamie and David sit at the counter of a rough downtown

bar. They’re making their way through a pitcher of beer.

DAVID

So is the babysitter hot?

JAMIE

I didn’t notice. Too fucking tired.

DAVID

Kids eh. Your funeral. Where’s

Michelle anyway?

JAMIE

Speaking at some conference. Twin

stuff. Again.

DAVID

Your wife is COMPLEX. She go on her

own?

JAMIE

One of her students is with her.

DAVID

Ah. So THAT’S why you’re pissed.

(CONTINUED)
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JAMIE

A FEMALE student.

DAVID

Oh. Oh...

He waggles his eyebrows. Jamie grins.

JAMIE

I shouldn’t feed your filthy mind.

No, I’m sure they’re just sat

around, talking endlessly about

monozygotic this and epigenetic

that.

DAVID

Man, what is it with her and twins?

JAMIE

I guess it’s natural enough. This

student of hers - she’s recently

bereaved, her twin got cancer.

They’re both twins whose other

’halves’...

(he motions with his fingers)

...have gone. Do them both good to

talk about it. Gotta be better than

talking to a dead woman.

DAVID

Well I’ll drink to that.

They chink glasses.

24 INT. CONFERENCE HOTEL BAR - NIGHT

Sophie and Michelle sit in comfy armchairs, nursing shorts.

SOPHIE

Today was really interesting.

Thanks for bringing me.

MICHELLE

It’s my pleasure.

They sit in silence for a moment.

SOPHIE

Can I tell you something?

(CONTINUED)
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MICHELLE

Of course.

SOPHIE

You might get mad.

She doesn’t say anything, just gestures with her hands for

her to continue.

SOPHIE

Before Rosemary... before Rosemary

died, we went to see this woman.

This, erm, Medium.

She glances up to see Michelle’s reaction. She gives none.

SOPHIE (CONT.)

There was this stupid ad Rosie saw,

it was her idea. This woman said

she could take a piece of Rosie’s

soul and... and... put it in

(a beat)

...mine.

God I’m an idiot.

MICHELLE

What happened?

SOPHIE

She did this sort of ritual I

guess. Chanted some stuff, I don’t

really remember. It was a bit

freaky. But she said I’d feel her.

After she’d gone.

MICHELLE

And do you?

SOPHIE

No.

She cries softly.

MICHELLE

Are you surprised?

SOPHIE

No.

Michelle shuffles to the edge of her seat and puts her hand

on Sophie’s knee.
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25 INT. HOTEL - NIGHT

The hotel room is bathed in a soft moonlight. The curtains

ripple slightly in the breeze. Michelle lies in bed, covers

tossed off, wearing a t-shirt and pants. She stirs in her

sleep. She’s dreaming.

CUT TO:

26 A CHILDHOOD BEDROOM - DAY

She’s in hers and Lindsay’s bedroom - sat on the top of a

set of bunkbeds. Soft toys line the sides of the bed, and

pop star posters adorn the walls. She and Lindsay -

fresh-faced young teenagers - sit looking at magazines.

Lindsay paints her nails.

LINDSAY

You like?

She proffers her toes - dark blue, the polish uneven - for

inspection.

MICHELLE

Your feet look dead.

LINDSAY

Hey!

She pounces on her with a pillow, hitting her. Laughing,

Michelle covers her face with her hands.

LINDSAY

Don’t say I’m dead! I’m not dead!

Michelle pins Lindsay’s arms down so she can’t hit her. She

looks up at her face - and screams. Lindsay’s face is gone -

a featureless blank.

CUT BACK:

27 INT. HOTEL - NIGHT

Michelle sits bolt upright in bed.
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28 EXT. BLOCK OF FLATS - DAY

It’s a cold damp day as Sophie climbs the concrete stairs of

an apartment block, stepping over a puddle of what might not

be water. She walks down the corridor and stops outside a

shabby black door. She knocks. The Double opens the door.

She’s grinning, and has a bowl of cookie dough in her arms.

DOUBLE

Hey! Can I help you?

SOPHIE

It’s me.

DOUBLE

It sure is! Do you want some cookie

dough?

SOPHIE

Um, no thank you.

DOUBLE

You should, it’s delicious.

She takes a big bite.

SOPHIE

Um, I wanted to talk to you. About,

y’know.

The Double looks blank.

SOPHIE

I’m Sophie? A couple months ago

you... did that thing. With me and

my sister.

A dawning look of realisation appears on the Double’s face.

DOUBLE

Oh yes! Sophie, right...

SOPHIE

I guess you do this quite a lot.

The Double looks non-committal. She waits. Takes another

bite.

SOPHIE

May I come in?

(CONTINUED)
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DOUBLE

Sure you can! Although I’m going

out.

She starts walking down the corridor, bowl still in hand.

Sophie trots along behind her.

SOPHIE

I wanted to talk about that night.

And what’s happened since then.

The Double stops.

DOUBLE

What HAS happened since then?

SOPHIE

Nothing.

DOUBLE

Oh. Oh good!

She starts walking again.

SOPHIE

Wait!

They get to the end of the corridor and the Double peers

over the balcony. She lifts the bowl over the edge and drops

it.

DOUBLE

Geronimo!

Sophie goggles at her as the Double bends double laughing,

gleefully clapping her hands together. She about turns and

heads to the stairs. They thunder down the stairs together,

and on to the street.

SOPHIE

I want to talk to you!

DOUBLE

Fire away honey! Hey, Mr Peters...

She reaches out and touches the shoulder of an old man

affectionately, who smiles a little warily and walks on.

SOPHIE

Well... you said I’d feel her, my

sister, and I don’t. I don’t feel

her at all. I don’t think it

worked.

(CONTINUED)
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DOUBLE

Maybe you have to give it a while

longer. Your sister might be busy.

SOPHIE

What do you mean, busy? You said

I’d be able to feel her as soon as

she was gone.

DOUBLE

Well, it works differently for

different people.

SOPHIE

But you said I’d feel her within

me. You said...

The double whirls to a halt. She beams.

DOUBLE

You want your money back?

Sophie’s brought up short. That’s not what she wants.

SOPHIE

No, I... You just said...

DOUBLE

Oh honey. Hon-eeee. You want my

advice? Live your life. Enjoy

yourself. Grieve for your sister

and move on. Life’s too short to

waste it.

She starts walking again. Sophie chases after her and blocks

her way.

SOPHIE

How can you be so cruel? You don’t

know how it feels to wake up every

day with a part of you gone! I feel

empty! I can’t live without her! I

can’t...

DOUBLE

You can do whatever you want! Some

people never get a shot at life you

know! You wanna end up like a sad

old sack at Greenview, regretting

everything you didn’t do? You don’t

know how lucky you are! Get a grip

and live for yourself. Not for her,

not for anybody! It’s just you now.

Just you.

(CONTINUED)
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She grins again, and sings loudly as she strides off,

leaving Sophie, open-mouthed, on the street. We follow the

Double as she swings her arms down the street, coming to a

halt at an intersection. As she waits for the traffic, she

reaches down and begins to boogie with a little boy waiting

with his mother.

29 INT. MORRISON HOUSE - DAY

Jamie sits on the sofa, drowsily browsing Twitter on his

phone. We hear the front door open and then close. Jamie’s

demeanour changes ever so slightly. Michelle walks in. She

smiles, tired.

MICHELLE

Hey. Where’s little’un?

JAMIE

Asleep, finally. How was the

conference?

MICHELLE

Good. Great. Interesting.

JAMIE

Good.

She sits down, leans back, exhausted. She lifts her feet and

puts them in Jamie’s lap.

They sit like that for a minute. Michelle sits up again.

MICHELLE

My speech went down well. There’s

lots of interest in the area. I may

yet get funding...

She trails off when she sees he’s not really listening. His

thumb continues to scroll across his feed.

MICHELLE

I think Sophie got a lot out of it

too.

That’s got his attention.

JAMIE

How is your little friend?

In the background, a baby starts to whimper.

(CONTINUED)
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MICHELLE

Why d’you have to say it like that?

She’s my student.

JAMIE

I know.

MICHELLE

And her twin’s just died! Have you

no compassion?

JAMIE

Yeah, I got plenty. If you were

ever here to see it.

MICHELLE

Oh, not this again.

JAMIE

Yeah, that’s right, make out it’s

me being unreasonable. Cooped up

with a screaming baby 24 hours a

day, never going out, never seeing

my wife.

MICHELLE

Never going out?

Jamie stops short. She looks at him, hard.

MICHELLE

The babysitter called. She left her

hat. Besides, the washing up’s

done.

JAMIE

Oh, whatever.

Michelle gets up.

JAMIE

Where are you going?

MICHELLE

To check on the baby. Who knows

when you last looked?

She leaves the room. Jamie’s thumb keeps scrolling.

MICHELLE (O.C.)

Oh my God!

(CONTINUED)
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JAMIE

What is it?

MICHELLE (O.C.)

Oh Jesus!

He dashes from the room.

30 INT. NURSERY - DAY

Michelle stands, rooted to the spot, staring at the cot.

Unable to believe what she sees. Jamie comes up behind her.

JAMIE

What’s the matter...?

As he cranes his neck over the cot, we see what the matter

is. Lying next to Christopher is another baby. His exact

double.

31 INT. LOUNGE - NIGHT

Jamie sits on the sofa, head in hands. Michelle paces back

and forth, wringing her hair, eyes wild.

MICHELLE

How can this be happening? What the

fuck’s going on?

JAMIE

Fuck fuck fuck...

MICHELLE

(rounding on him)

When did this happen?

JAMIE

What? I don’t know - just now!

MICHELLE

When did you last check on him? Has

anyone been in the house?

JAMIE

What - no! God, what kind of an

irresponsible parent do you think I

am? No one’s been in, and certainly

no one with a baby!

(CONTINUED)
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MICHELLE

How would you even know, you’re

always buried in that fucking

phone, bloody twattering away to

your DOZENS of fans!

JAMIE

Hey.

MICHELLE

Well, I wasn’t here, and when I

left yesterday there was one baby -

our son! And now... and now...

She sits down on the couch and sobs. Jamie gets up.

JAMIE

Look. There must be an explanation.

MICHELLE

There’s no explanation. They’re

identical. It’s like...

JAMIE

... It’s like they’re twins. How?

How is that possible?!

MICHELLE

I don’t know.

JAMIE

Well come on! You’re the twin

expert, you tell me!

MICHELLE

How? How am I supposed to know?

JAMIE

You’re a professor in genealogy!

And twins run in your family.

You’re always on about it - how

Christopher is the first generation

in your family NOT to be a twin.

MICHELLE

Well, what’s that got to do with

anything? Christopher’s not a twin

- I think I might have noticed

before now!

They’re both on their feet, shouting at each other. From the

next room comes a high pitched cry. They both stop with a

start, and look towards the door. They’re terrified.
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32 INT. NURSERY - NIGHT

The two babies lie together, peacefully sleeping. Their tiny

chests rise in symmetry, their breathing even and in perfect

time.

Michelle and Jamie stare into the cot, quiet as mice.

MICHELLE

It’ll go away.

Jamie looks at her.

MICHELLE (CONT.)

It’ll go away.

33 INT. KITCHEN - NIGHT

The only light in the kitchen is that given off by the blue

flame of the burner as Jamie makes coffee. His face is

deathly pale in the ghostly light as he heaps coffee grounds

into mugs. Michelle sits on the counter.

JAMIE

It’s too freaky.

MICHELLE

I don’t want to talk about it.

JAMIE

It’s just weird. Fucking twins.

MICHELLE

Jamie, please. I don’t want to

think about it.

JAMIE

(ignoring her)

Fucking twins! I fucking hate it.

I’m sorry. I know you were one. But

when I found that out I nearly

called it quits.

MICHELLE

What do you mean?

JAMIE

It creeps me out. Twins. Same eyes,

same smile. Same laugh! It’s just

weird and I can’t get my head round

it.

(CONTINUED)
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MICHELLE

What would you have done if we’d

actually HAD twins?

JAMIE

I dunno - bolted probably.

He gives a weak, watery smile. She doesn’t return it. He

sighs, hands her a coffee and sits down at the table.

JAMIE (CONT.)

When I was eighteen I started

dating this girl from out of town.

She was gorgeous - Christie. I knew

her brother, and one day she tagged

along. Just gorgeous. We went out a

couple times, and then.

He pauses. Like he can’t get the words out.

JAMIE (CONT.)

One night it was different. We went

to this bar and were chatting, and

there was something different, I

couldn’t put my finger on it. And

so I took her home and went to give

her a kiss goodnight - and she

really went for it. She’d never

been like that before. And then I

heard this laughing - I looked up

and saw this girl - it was

Christie. I swear, I freaked out.

MICHELLE

She was a twin?

JAMIE

Yeah - and they’d tricked me!

Apparently this is what they did

for fun. I’d spent the whole night

with her sister, thinking it was

her.

Michelle smiles, despite herself.

JAMIE

Did you ever do that?

MICHELLE

God no! I never really had a

boyfriend when Lindsay was alive.

(CONTINUED)
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JAMIE

Oh. Well anyway, it really put me

off. She even... tasted the same.

MICHELLE

That’s gross. I’m surprised you

wanted anything to do with me.

JAMIE

Well.

(gauging her reaction)

I know this sounds awful but when

you said your sister’d died...

Michelle slides down from the counter.

MICHELLE

Jesus.

JAMIE

Sorry.

Michelle sits down at the table, opposite him. She stretches

her arms out and he takes her hands.

34 INT. NURSERY - NIGHT

They’re stood looking into the cot again. The two babies

have snuggled closer together. It would be cute if it wasn’t

hideous.

MICHELLE

(whispering)

I hated being a twin.

Jamie doesn’t say anything.

MICHELLE (CONT.)

Hated it. I wasn’t wanted. My

parents didn’t want two kids, they

were desperate to break the twin

tradition in our family. They

didn’t want me.

JAMIE

Did they tell you that?

MICHELLE

They didn’t have to. It was made

clear. Lindsay came first - always.

New clothes, new bike. She got

taken out to places and I was left

(MORE)
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MICHELLE (cont’d)
behind. I got all her old stuff,

stuff she didn’t want anymore.

One of the babies stirs, wriggles away from the other.

JAMIE

Did you get on? As sisters?

MICHELLE

Sure. Lindsay was the only one who

actually DID want me around. She

was great. She was lovely.

JAMIE

You must miss her.

The other baby, missing the warm spot, wriggles closer to

the one who had moved away. Their little arms interlink.

MICHELLE

I don’t know which one’s which.

JAMIE

What?

MICHELLE

I don’t know which one’s

Christopher!

JAMIE

Shit. Oh shit.

Michelle rushes from the room.

35 INT. HALLWAY - SAME

Jamie rushes after her, grabs her by the shoulders. She’s

shaking, tears running down her face.

MICHELLE

Oh God Jamie, what’s happening?

What have we done?

JAMIE

It’s going to be OK. It’ll be OK.

MICHELLE

Are we such bad parents? Are we

being punished?
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JAMIE

Don’t talk like that. That doesn’t

make sense.

MICHELLE

None of this makes sense! I wish...

Oh God I wish we’d never had him!

JAMIE

You can’t say that!

MICHELLE

You feel the same way, I know you

do!

Jamie drops her and walks to the window. He looks out at the

silent, empty street.

JAMIE

We’re parents, Michelle. Whether we

want to be or not.

MICHELLE

I don’t want this.

JAMIE

We don’t know what THIS is! We’ve

got to... get our heads round it.

Get some sleep. Work out what to

do.

MICHELLE

What can we do? We can’t take it

back! Where to? And we don’t even

know which...

She starts to cry again.

JAMIE

Stop it. Just stop. We’ll figure

this out. One step at a time.

He rests his head against the glass.

JAMIE

One at a time.
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36 EXT. BLOCK OF FLATS - DAY

Cindy stands outside the Medium’s door, ringing the bell.

She rings and rings. No answer. She digs into her jacket

pocket and dials a number on her phone. She waits.

CINDY

Dammit.

In the background, hovering by the stairs, stands a double.

Slightly out of focus, but most definitely there.

37 EXT. BEACH - DAY

A windswept beach. Huge grey rollers crash on to the shore,

whipped up by a fierce gale that creates vortexes of sand on

the surface of the beach. Piles of driftwood - some huge -

give the vista a desolate, end-of-the-world feel - this is

where things get washed up, at the end of the line. In the

distance, staring out at the sea, stands a woman.

Cindy trudges up the beach, huddling in an oversized coat

and scarf for warmth. It’s hard-going - the sand is soft and

troughs and peaks, and the wind batters against her bulk.

Behind her, a few paces away, follows her double - solid,

real, huffing and puffing.

Determinedly, Cindy strides along, not looking behind her.

As we get closer to the woman by the shore, we see it’s the

Medium - or rather, what used to be her.

CINDY

Thought I’d find you here.

The Double turns around and gives her a distant smile. She

notices the lookalike.

DOUBLE

Who’s your friend?

Cindy looks fearfully at the woman still struggling up the

beach.

CINDY

I thought you might be able to tell

me.

DOUBLE

How long’s she been around?
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CINDY

A few days. She’s been here since I

saw you.

DOUBLE

Won’t be long then.

She turns away and starts walking up the beach.

CINDY

Wait!

She hurries after her.

CINDY

What’s going on? Tell me what’s

happening!

DOUBLE

How should I know?

CINDY

You do know! You were acting all

odd the last time we met. Tell me

what’s happened.

DOUBLE

(over Cindy’s shoulder)

Can you talk yet?

CINDY

What?

DOUBLE

(to Cindy)

You want my advice? Keep your mouth

shut. It’ll buy you a little time

at least.

CINDY

What do you mean?

The double smiles and kicks off her shoes. She starts to

undress.

DOUBLE

I’m going swimming.

Cindy stares, goggle-eyed, as the Double strips to her

underwear and charges out into the thrashing, freezing cold

surf. The double screams with delight as the foamy water

splashes around her waist, her shoulders, and the surge of

the current lifts her off her feet.

(CONTINUED)
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DOUBLE

It’s amazing!

Behind Cindy, her double looks on, delighted.

38 INT. APARTMENT - DAY

A messy student apartment, clothes on the floor, coffee cups

on sideboards. Sophie slouches on a beanbag in the corner of

the lounge, idly watching TV and playing with her smart

phone.

The door bangs and her FLATMATE, ANNIE, pokes her head

through the door.

ANNIE

Hey.

She ducks back out again and Sophie returns to her phone.

She re-enters a moment later and sits down.

SOPHIE

Good day?

Annie smiles and sits down. Sophie goes back to her phone.

Annie picks up the remote and flicks the channel. She

continues to watch TV, but she’s not relaxed, sitting

forward in her seat, anxious. Sophie glances up.

SOPHIE

You OK?

Annie stands up and walks out of the room.

SOPHIE

Whatever.

Seconds later she’s back. She flops herself on the sofa and

grabs the remote.

ANNIE

What ARE you watching?

SOPHIE

I don’t know - whatever you just

put on.

ANNIE

What do you mean, what I just put

on?
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SOPHIE

What’s with you - in and out,

changing the channels, not talking?

ANNIE

What are you on about?

SOPHIE

You were just in here, right? You

totally ignored me and changed the

channel.

ANNIE

Uh, are you drunk or something?

This is the first time I came in.

SOPHIE

OK, if you say so...

Annie stands up. She looks angry, a little afraid. She makes

like she’s about to say something, and then stops. She

about-turns and a few seconds later the front door slams.

Sophie stares out at the hallway for a moment, clearly

puzzled. And then in the background we hear the apartment

door being opened and closed again - as though someone else

has just left.

39 INT. MICHELLE’S STUDY - DAY

Michelle sits at her desk, staring into space. A smartly

dressed woman with glasses enters, piling papers in her

in-tray and gathering up half-empty coffee mugs.

WOMAN

You want a coffee Michelle?

She shakes her head absently but doesn’t turn away from the

wall.

The secretary looks at her, concerned, then walks out. A

beat later, Sophie comes through the door.

SOPHIE

Michelle! Er, Professor?

She walks round to the other side of Michelle’s desk. She

snaps to.

MICHELLE

No I’m fine. Oh, sorry...
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SOPHIE

Are you OK?

MICHELLE

What? Yes. What?

SOPHIE

You look completely spaced out.

MICHELLE

I’m fine. I was just... thinking.

She looks at Sophie. She’s clearly over-wrought about

something, shifting her weight from foot to foot.

MICHELLE

Is there something I can do for

you?

SOPHIE

I just HAD to come and talk to you.

She flops down in a chair and runs her fingers through her

hair.

SOPHIE

This girl in my homeroom is just

the most... insensitive... ugh! I

get in and she’s like "Sophie,

you’ll know, what’s it like to have

a twin", and I’m like, "WHAT?" and

she’s like "Oh my God, I’ve got

such a weird feeling like I’ve got

a twin," like that’s a NORMAL thing

to say to a person who’s just lost

their twin! Can you believe it! Of

all the dumb, crass... what’s the

matter?

Michelle has sat bolt upright.

MICHELLE

What did she say to you? That she

feels like she’s got a twin?

SOPHIE

Yeah.

MICHELLE

Who is this girl?
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SOPHIE

Just some girl. Professor, what’s

the matter? You...

MICHELLE

When did she say this? What else

did she say? Is it recent? Has she

seen something?

SOPHIE

(bewildered)

I don’t know, I told her to get

lost. She was really freaking me

out. You’re freaking me out, what’s

the matter?

MICHELLE

Can you take me to her please? I

need to talk to her.

SOPHIE

Well, OK, but I don’t know...

MICHELLE

PLEASE, Sophie!

40 INT. CORRIDOR - SAME

Michelle and Sophie bustle down the corridor, not sure who

is leading who. A burly old academic with a white beard

sweeps past them, affording Michelle a big smile.

ACADEMIC

Morning Professor!

Michelle ignores him.

MICHELLE

Where is this girl? Where did you

see her last?

SOPHIE

In here. What’s going on?

They walk through a door into a lab. A portly man in a tweed

jacket turns around from a bench and walks towards the door.

He has a white beard. Michelle’s jaw drops.

MICHELLE

Professor Higgins. How did you...?

The academic merely smiles and shuffles past. Michelle and

Sophie watch him go.
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SOPHIE

He was just...? He just said hello.

MICHELLE

What the hell is going on?

SOPHIE

Professor, I’m scared.

They look out the window. A girl walks past, an identical

girl in her wake. Suddenly, everywhere they look, there are

doppelgangers. Everywhere.

41 EXT. STREET - DAY

A TV van is parked on the sidewalk, a soundman and camera

man poised on the side of the road, scanning the crowds.

Something’s going on. The presenter is talking to a young

man in his 20s, who’s clearly upset.

CAMERAMAN

There’s another one, Max. Over

there by that tree.

The presenter cranes his neck to see a girl talking to a

girl identical to herself. He beckons the young man over so

the girl is in shot.

MAX

Ok, roll.

(to camera)

This is Maxwell Peters for YXN,

reporting live from Main Street in

Berkeley. With me I have Charley

Knox, a student at the University.

Charley - tell me what you know.

The young man looks scared to death. He glances from the

camera to Max, and back to the camera.

CHARLEY

Uh, I don’t know really...

everything was fine, and then I

started to feel like someone was

following me, y’know... and then I

felt like this... thing, this weird

feeling, and I kept on seeing this

figure... And today... today...
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He breaks off and the cameraman pans wide, until, behind

him, a shadowy figure emerges, dark against the sunlight

behind him. The camera pulls out, adjusts, and focuses

again. The shadow, although dark and fuzzy, is the scared

young man’s double, watching him intently, never taking his

eyes off him.

MAX (O.C.)

And you’ve never seen this man

before Charley?

CHARLEY

No! I mean, what the fuck?! He

looks... he looks just like me!

Max walks back into the shot.

MAX

It seems Charley Knox isn’t the

only one experiencing this strange

phenomena - we responded to a tip

off from campus this morning that a

number of students had sighted

strange goings-on at Berkeley,

including what they’re describing

as doppelgangers, or doubles,

materialising out of nowhere. I can

see another one right now, just by

the entrance to one of the dorms...

The camera focuses in on the girl they spotted earlier. She

is swatting the air around her double, who stays rooted to

the spot, calmly watching.

GIRL

Go away! Leave me alone!

42 INT. NURSING HOME - DAY

The living room of the nursing home is deserted, except for

Cindy and Michelle’s mother. The TV quietly drones on in the

background - the news report showing the university

students. Cindy walks over to the TV set and snaps it off.

She returns to where Michelle’s mother sits in a big

armchair, and picks up a battered old copy of Tom Sawyer.

CINDY

Where were we?

She starts to read aloud. Michelle’s mother pays no obvious

attention. Cindy gets to the end of a page and as she’s

flicking it over, glances up. She pauses for a second and
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carries on reading. Opposite her, in another armchair, sits

her double. As Cindy carries on reading, her double silently

mouths the words as she speaks.

Michelle walks into the room. Cindy leaps up.

CINDY

Professor Morrison! Am I glad to

see you!

MICHELLE

Hello, yes, good to see you. Hello

Mother, how are you?

She sits down.

CINDY

You want some coffee? I’ll go make

coffee.

She retreats into the kitchen. Her double follows her in.

MICHELLE

Mum. Mum? Look, we’re going away

for a few days. Everything’s a

bit... we’re fine, but there’s this

thing, and we’re all a bit worried.

Christopher...

From the kitchen comes the sound of a coffee cup smashing on

the tiled floor. A pause, and then a delighted laugh.

Out strides Cindy. Maybe it’s Cindy. She walks over to the

armchair and pulls on her coat.

CINDY

Get your own coffee.

She strides out of the room.

43 INT. MORRISON HOUSE - DAY

Jamie sits at his laptop, on Twitter. He’s trying out search

terms - twins, doppelgangers, doubles. Distracted, he looks

behind him.

The door slams, Jamie jumps. Michelle storms in.

MICHELLE

We’ve got to get out of here. Pack

some things. We’re leaving tonight.

(CONTINUED)
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JAMIE

What’s happened?

MICHELLE

It’s everywhere. The university,

the hospital. I don’t know what’s

going on!

JAMIE

It’s all over Twitter. People all

over the State are getting these

doubles. It’s like Christopher.

What the fuck’s happening?

MICHELLE

We’re getting out of here. Now.

44 INT. GROCERY STORE - DAY

Michelle wanders aimlessly around a grocery store, randomly

adding packets and tins to her cart. She’s not paying

attention - and bumps into a woman.

MICHELLE

Sorry.

She looks up. The woman has her face. Or Lindsay’s. She

looks away, then back. The woman just looks like a stranger

again.

She goes into the frozen food aisle. Another woman walks

past - she looks just like Lindsay. Michelle looks up in

horror. Everyone - young, old, male, female - has Lindsay’s

face. Her face. She drops the packet of frozen peas she’s

picked up and they scatter across the floor.

45 INT. TV STUDIO - NIGHT

A well-lit TV studio. Three cameras focus on a semi-circular

couch, upon which perch two nervous-looking academics in

jackets, and a well-known news anchor. The anchor is heavily

made-up and sweating under the lights. He leans forward in

his seat and the camera pulls in close.

ANCHOR

Creepers?

NERVOUS ACADEMIC

Uh, yes, well, we needed to call

the phenomena something.
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NERVOUS ACADEMIC’S COLLEAGUE

The, er, victims - for want of a

better word - all described a

sensation of being followed, a

creepy sensation of someone

creeping along... like a shadow but

not there. So - creepers.

ANCHOR

Alright. And what else do we know

about these... creepers?

NERVOUS ACADEMIC

We’ve had reports that at first

it’s like a shadow, then a

reflection, and then the ’creeper’

starts to gain in opacity, so that

they can be seen by everyone. This

can take days, but also a much

shorter period of time.

ANCHOR

And this is happening to men and

women? Young and old?

NERVOUS ACADEMIC

Yes, no one seems immune.

ANCHOR

And are they dangerous?

NERVOUS ACADEMIC’S COLLEAGUE

Well, we just don’t know. So far

they seem non-threatening, but we

have no idea of their motives. It

appears they either can’t or are

not willing to speak. They just...

remain with their host, copying

everything they do.

ANCHOR

Why do you think that is?

NERVOUS ACADEMIC’S COLLEAGUE

I’m afraid to say that I have no

idea. No one does.
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46 INT. MICHELLE’S HOUSE - DAY

Jamie stands watching the TV, a big pile of laundry on the

table. The news is on, and the scrolling headline along the

bottom of the screen reads ’EXPERTS ARE CALLING THE

DOPPELGANGERS "CREEPERS" BUT SAY THEY ARE NON-THREATENING’.

The doorbell rings. Cautiously, he approaches the door, and

opens it on the latch. We see Sophie outside.

JAMIE

Can I help you?

SOPHIE

Oh hi! You must be Jamie. I’m

Sophie, Michelle’s student?

Jamie opens the door wide.

JAMIE

Hey.

SOPHIE

Is Michelle in?

JAMIE

No I’m sorry, she’s out at the

store. We’re leaving town.

SOPHIE

Oh really? She didn’t say.

JAMIE

Yeah, y’know, with all that’s going

on. Come on in.

He beckons Sophie inside, and gestures towards the kitchen

table, upon which sits his laptop.

JAMIE

I was just doing some writing.

SOPHIE

Oh really? What sort of thing?

JAMIE

Well, I’m working on a novel. It’s

slow going, but you know.

He gestures to the laundry.

JAMIE

There’s distractions.
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SOPHIE

I think it’s really cool that you

stay home and watch the baby.

There’s nothing to say people can’t

reverse the stereotypes. It’s a

good environment for Christopher.

JAMIE

Oh yeah, definitely. Do you want a

drink?

SOPHIE

What, like a coffee...?

JAMIE

Well, I was thinking of something a

little stronger...

SOPHIE

(giggling)

I’m only eighteen.

JAMIE

(leaning back on the counter,

flirting)

I won’t tell.

Sophie looks around nervously.

SOPHIE

I came to talk to Michelle about

these... creepers. Have you seen

the news?

JAMIE

(quietly)

Yes.

He leans over the counter and extracts two glasses from the

draining board. He crosses to the fridge and fills them with

ice.

JAMIE

No one has a clue what’s going on.

And I saw that they’re rounding

these poor people up. To do tests.

That’s why we’re leaving.

SOPHIE

What do you mean?
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JAMIE

Christopher... the baby has one.

SOPHIE

Oh Jesus. When?

JAMIE

A few days now.

SOPHIE

Michelle never said.

Jamie raises his eyebrows. He glugs some whiskey into the

glasses from a bottle on the table, and hands her one.

SOPHIE

Where are you going?

JAMIE

My folks have a cabin. We’re just

gonna bunk down a couple days.

Cheers.

He chinks glasses.

JAMIE

You should come.

Sophie laughs nervously.

SOPHIE

I’ve got school.

JAMIE

I’m sure numero uno teacher can

send in a note.

SOPHIE

You don’t want me hanging around.

JAMIE

Are you kidding? I think Michelle

would rather have you there than

me. You’re all she talks about.

Although now I can see why.

Sophie takes a sip of her drink and makes a face.

SOPHIE

I should probably get going.
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JAMIE

Well, OK. I guess my novel won’t

write itself. Good to get some

inspiration.

SOPHIE

Will you tell Michelle I came

round?

JAMIE

Oh absolutely. I hope to see you

soon.

SOPHIE

Have fun with the laundry. And... I

hope the baby is... well...

Jamie picks up a pillow case.

JAMIE

Sure you don’t want to stay? Pillow

fight?

Sophie backs away.

SOPHIE

It was nice to meet you.

She edges out the door.

JAMIE

It sure was.

He drops the pillow case back on the pile and watches Sophie

walk down the driveway. A shadow passes behind him.

47 EXT. GRAVEYARD - DAY

Sophie stands in front of Rosemary’s grave, staring out at

the San Francisco skyline. She wraps her coat around her.

SOPHIE

I can’t believe she’s going away

without saying anything. And her

husband’s a real jerk. Hitting on

me.

She bends down to pick at a few weeds.

SOPHIE (CONT.)

Cute though. I just wanted to talk

to her - the more I think about

(MORE)
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SOPHIE (CONT.) (cont’d)

that weird Medium, the more I think

she has something to do with all

that’s going on. Or at least knows

something. She was so weird -

saying I should forget you.

She stands up.

SOPHIE (CONT.)

I WON’T forget you! I’ll NEVER

forget you! I want you back!

She crumbles to her knees and sobs, plunging her hands deep

into the grassy, weedy soil.

SOPHIE (CONT.)

Why didn’t she say she was going

away? I want to see her...

48 INT. CABIN - NIGHT

Jamie enters the cosy den of a traditional log cabin,

carrying a pile of blankets, which he dumps on the couch. He

walks over to the log fire and gives it a poke.

JAMIE

Almost feels like we’re on holiday.

Michelle smiles softly, pulling a blanket around her legs.

MICHELLE

I should call work. They’ll be

wondering.

JAMIE

Let them.

They sit in silence for a moment.

MICHELLE

Did you check on...?

JAMIE

They’re fine. Both sleeping.

She nods. Then starts to cry. Jamie shifts himself on to the

couch.

JAMIE (CONT.)

Sweetheart, don’t. It’s going to be

OK. They’ll figure out what’s

(MORE)
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JAMIE (CONT.) (cont’d)
causing it, and it’ll go away,

you’ll see.

MICHELLE

You don’t know that! He might... he

might...

She stands up.

MICHELLE (CONT.)

We don’t even know which one he is!

Jamie stands up and buries her in his arms.

JAMIE

I know.

49 INT. CABIN - BEDROOM - NIGHT

Michelle and Jamie lie in bed, both staring up at the

ceiling.

MICHELLE

I’m wondering whether I should go

get Mum.

JAMIE

How long do you think we’ll be

here? She’s not well.

MICHELLE

I know. But I feel bad about

leaving her.

JAMIE

What about your student? What’s her

name - Sophie?

MICHELLE

What about her?

JAMIE

I don’t know. If she’s on her own.

maybe we should get her here too.

Make sure she’s safe.

MICHELLE

You’ve changed your tune.
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JAMIE

Just saying. If you’re bringing

your mother along as well it’d be

good to have an extra pair of

hands...

Michelle turns towards him, smiling.

MICHELLE

Ah, bet you’d love that, wouldn’t

you - another woman to wait on you

hand and foot.

JAMIE

Ha! Hardly.

MICHELLE

(teasing)

Everyone thinks I’ve got it made,

you know, a house husband looking

after me, doing the dishes, washing

my shirts... little do they know.

Jamie’s smile has gone - his eyes are glazed as he stares at

the wall. Michelle realises she’s gone too far.

MICHELLE

Hey, I’m only kidding. Don’t be so

sensitive.

Jamie doesn’t answer. Michelle huffs and turns over. We look

towards the door - where Jamie’s staring - and see a shirt

billowing in the breeze against the door frame. It almost

looks alive.

50 INT. STAIRCASE - NIGHT

A dimly lit staircase, a bare lightbulb hanging on a wire.

Michelle trudges up the stairs, the shadows lengthening and

darkening as she rounds each corner and starts up a new

flight. Ahead is a faint light - an ephemeral fleeting

image. A woman? She’s out of sight but in Michelle’s

peripheral vision.

She starts walking up the stairs faster, the light changing,

flashing, darkening to black. Footsteps - hers, and someone

else’s - echo off the walls into the void. A fleeting

glimpse of a woman in a long dress, dark hair, running

ahead.

Suddenly the stairs change and Michelle is going down -

flights and flights of stairs off into the distance. She can
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see the woman now, always ahead. She turns and laughs, and

is lost in the shadows. Michelle runs, faster, taking the

stairs two, three at a time. She rounds corners

breathlessly, stretches her arms out but the woman is just

out of reach. She runs faster, trips, misses a step,

falls...

51 EXT. NURSING HOME - DAY

Michelle drives her car up the leafy driveway. She passes a

sign - GREENVIEW. The two old ladies in the yellow cardigans

and blue woolly tights watch her drive slowly past.

52 INT. NURSING HOME - DAY

Michelle softly pads her way along the corridor. It’s

deserted. She rounds a corner and walks into the communal

area. Her mother sits in her usual armchair, staring at the

chair opposite. Michelle stops.

There is a woman in the chair. She’s mumbling indistinctly,

her hand twitching on the arm rest. Her feet, clad in

leather boots, are the only real part of her visible.

MICHELLE

Hello?

The chair slowly starts to rotate. Michelle’s mother’s eyes

follow it around. The shoes twist into a black pair of

tights...

It’s Sophie.

MICHELLE

Sophie!

She’s so relieved she gives her a big hug.

SOPHIE

I knew I’d find you here!

Michelle disentangles herself and straightens up,

embarrassed. She glances towards her mother, who stares back

blankly.

MICHELLE

How did you find this place?

SOPHIE

You mentioned the name once I

think. Somehow it stuck in my

brain. I thought you’d gone away.
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MICHELLE

We thought it best to get out of

town. But I should’ve taken Mum.

I’ve come back to get her.

SOPHIE

I’m so freaked out by what’s going

on. My room mate has a creeper, she

won’t leave her alone. I don’t like

being there, but I’ve nowhere to

go...

Michelle hesitates for a fraction of a second.

MICHELLE

You can come with me.

53 INT. HOSPITAL - SAME

Michelle pushes her mother in the wheelchair, down a

deserted corridor and to a bank of lifts. She presses the

button. Nothing. Sophie tries.

SOPHIE

Looks like they’re dead.

MICHELLE

Bugger.

SOPHIE

We can take the stairs. I’ll help.

They manoeuvre the wheelchair to the stairs. It’s not a

steep flight but Michelle steadies herself on the handrail.

MICHELLE

I can’t.

SOPHIE

It’ll be fine. She’s as light as a

feather. Come on.

She tips the wheelchair backwards and starts to lower it

over the edge.

SOPHIE

Grab the wheels.

Michelle bends to pick up the wheels of the chair. The

stairs swim in front of her eyes. She grabs wildly and

pushes the chair down a step. Sophie almost buckles under

the weight, misses a step and clatters three steps down to

the next platform. The wheelchair bumps her into the wall.
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SOPHIE

Shit!

MICHELLE

Oh God I’m so sorry!

She grips on to the handrails and slowly walks down, taking

the steps one by one. Sophie extends her hand and Michelle

grabs it.

SOPHIE

Are you OK?

MICHELLE

I’m... I have a... I’m fine.

She looks up at Sophie. Her eyes are wide, terrified.

MICHELLE

Are you hurt?

SOPHIE

I’m OK. The chair’s a bit heavier

than I expected.

MICHELLE

OK. How are we going to do this?

SOPHIE

You just need to hold the wheels.

We’ll go one step at a time.

MICHELLE

Alright.

She bends down and takes the wheels. But the stairs loom up

at her again and she cries out, as though in pain.

Abandoning the wheelchair, and Sophie, she grabs the

handrail and races, one step at a time, down the stairs,

gasping and moaning. When she reaches the bottom she runs

away.

SOPHIE

What the hell?

54 EXT. NURSING HOME - DAY

A hot, sweaty and harassed Sophie pushes the wheelchair,

with Michelle’s mother intact and not a hair out of place,

in front of her. She marches up to where Michelle sits on a

bench, under the shade of a tree. She’s about to explode -

but stops when she sees Michelle’s face. She puts the
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wheelchair under the shade, a discreet distance away, then

sits down on the bench.

MICHELLE

(whispering)

I’m so sorry. thank you.

SOPHIE

You had an argument with some

stairs?

MICHELLE

Not me. Lindsay.

SOPHIE

Oh. Shit.

MICHELLE

I found her at the bottom of our

stairs at home. Crumpled like a rag

doll. Just lying there.

SOPHIE

What happened?

MICHELLE

We don’t know. She just... fell. No

one was home. She’d been lying

there for hours. She was... stiff.

We couldn’t move her. Just broken.

SOPHIE

How old were you?

MICHELLE

Nineteen. A lifetime ago.

She stands up, walks over to the wheelchair and wheels it

around. They begin walking to the car.

MICHELLE

I moved away. Couldn’t go in the

house. Mum stopped speaking. Our

father had died a few years before.

When Mum couldn’t cope on her own

anymore we moved here. I got a

placement, met Jamie... I have

trouble with stairs.

SOPHIE

I can understand that.
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MICHELLE

Jamie thinks we bought the bungalow

because it’s north-facing, catches

the light.

SOPHIE

You’ve never told him?

MICHELLE

No. He’d probably put it in his

book. Oh, I don’t mean that. He’s,

well. You’ll meet him.

Sophie’s about to speak but:

MICHELLE (CONT.)

Here’s the car.

55 INT. CABIN - NIGHT

Jamie paces up and down by the cabin window. He glances up

at the clock, then out the window. The dog barks, short and

sharp. Jamie whirls around - there’s nothing there. He goes

back to the window and sees Michelle’s car slowly pulling

up. Visibly relieved, he watches her get out, and help her

mother out of the back seat.

The passenger door opens. Jamie frowns. Out steps Sophie. He

smiles.

JAMIE

Well, well.

Michelle walks up the path, helping her mother along. Jamie

opens the door.

JAMIE

Hello Marjorie, how lovely to see

you. Mind your head, that’s it.

He helps her into a chair. Michelle’s mother seems

unperturbed by a change in surroundings. Michelle looks at

Jamie curiously.

Sophie sticks her head through the door.

SOPHIE

Hi. Is it OK if I come in?

MICHELLE

Of course, of course, come on in.

This is my husband, Jamie.
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SOPHIE

(playing along)

Hi Jamie. It’s great to meet you,

Michelle’s told me so much about

you.

JAMIE

Great to meet you too - Sophie, you

say?

They smile at each other.

JAMIE

So, shall I get us all a drink?

MICHELLE

She’s only eighteen Jamie.

SOPHIE

It’s OK.

From the corner of the room, a baby screams. Michelle

glances towards the cot, then towards Jamie. Sophie smiles

and approaches the crib.

SOPHIE

Hey babies. Aww, look at how tiny

you are. Oh, they’re so cute!

She suddenly realises, and looks up at Michelle, her face

wracked with sympathy.

SOPHIE

You must be so worried.

She picks one of the babies up and cradles it to her chest.

Michelle just stands there, confused.

56 INT. CABIN - LATER

Sophie sits in a rocking chair, the dog at her feet.

Michelle’s mother sits still in the armchair she was guided

into earlier. The room is silent, except for the clear

sounds of an argument in the next room.

MICHELLE (O.C.)

How long was she there for?

JAMIE (O.C.)

She literally just called in. You

weren’t there so she left.
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MICHELLE (O.C.)

So it was just a passing remark -

Nice to meet you, by the way, do

you want to see my son’s creeper?

JAMIE (O.C.)

I didn’t introduce them! I just

said that we’d got another baby,

that he’d shown up, out of the

blue.

MICHELLE (O.C.)

Not him, Jamie - It. It is not a

baby, It is not our son.

JAMIE (O.C.)

What difference does it make? Him,

It, whatever - your choice of words

won’t make it disappear! Anyway,

she was going to find out as soon

as she got here, so what does it

matter?

MICHELLE (O.C.)

That’s not what this is about. As

you well know.

Sophie gets up and walks over to the crib. She stares down

at the two babies, and softly reaches in with her hand,

stroking their hair.

57 INT. BAR - EVENING

A packed nightclub. Pulsating music judders drinks and

strobe lights hurt the eyes. Dancers everywhere grind and

thrust, laughing, shrieking, copulating in corners. An air

horn blows.

In the middle of the revellers, amidst a packed dancefloor,

is a incongruous sight - a middle aged woman, overweight,

dyed hair, busting some moves. It’s the medium’s creeper,

and she’s having the time of her life.

A young man comes up behind her, puts his arms around her

waist and starts grinding into her arse. Ecstatic, she waves

her arms in the air, stirring up the watching crowd, who

cheer them on.

CREEPER

Come on! Oh yeah!
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58 INT. BEDROOM - MORNING

Sunlight bursts into the room through gauzy curtains, a

wooden windchime gently clanging in the breeze. On a raggedy

bed, covers kicked to the floor, lie the young man and the

Creeper, unconscious and sleep-drunk. The young man stirs,

shifts in his sleep, waking the Creeper. She stares at him.

59 INT. KITCHEN - SAME

Bleary-eyed, shuffling, the Creeper enters the kitchen and

sloppily flicks on the kettle. Her eyes survey the scene -

overflowing ashtrays, empty wine bottles, days of washing up

stacked all over the place.

CREEPER

Jesus. Never really knew what a

hangover was before.

Her eyes scan the lounge and rest upon the couch, where

Cindy - or rather her creeper - lies, watching her.

CINDY

Sleep well?

CREEPER

Like the dead.

CINDY

Well, you’d know.

She gets up from the sofa and comes into the kitchen,

pushing the Creeper out of the way.

CINDY

I’ll do that.

The Creeper sits down on a stool, holding her head in her

hands.

CREEPER

Man, I feel rough.

CINDY

Not surprised. You were knocking

them back like a pro.

CREEPER

I’ve been watching for long enough

- I know how it’s done.
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CINDY

Yeah - we just had no idea how it

felt after.

CREEPER

God my sister used to bitch and

moan. "Oh my head." Drove me crazy.

I guess I get it now.

CINDY

Cindy’d be like "Why God, why!" And

I’d be sat there going, "You asked

him that last time bitch, what did

you think would happen?"

They giggle and slurp coffee. Cindy cocks her head towards

the bedroom.

CINDY

So what’s your plan for Sleeping

Beauty?

CREEPER

Oh God I don’t know. Kinda hoping

he’ll just climb out the window.

CINDY

That’s burglars. You invited this

guy in. He’ll probably expect

breakfast.

CREEPER

Like hell he will. Let’s go out.

She grabs her purse and heads for the door.

CINDY

Honey, you’re in your pajamas.

CREEPER

Who cares? C’mon, I need a hair of

the dog.

60 INT. POSH HOTEL - DAY

Cindy and the Creeper sit at an expensive linen and

silver-decked table, sipping bloody marys, perusing menus.

CREEPER

Eggs Benedict for two and another

round of these bad boys please.

The waiter smiles faintly and takes away their menus.
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CINDY

OK, so tell me something. Last

night - what was with all the

touching?

The Creeper waggles her eyebrows and her fingers.

CREEPER

Hey you know me. Can’t keep my

hands to myself.

CINDY

I’m being serious. I noticed it,

and then I couldn’t stop noticing

it. On the dancefloor, at the bar.

In the bathroom - you were touching

everyone we saw.

CREEPER

Just spreading the love, baby.

Cindy looks at her blankly.

CREEPER

OK, I’ll let you in on a little

secret. Shhh - come here.

She leans in across the table.

CINDY

What is it?

CREEPER

Well...

She lingers, on a breath, holding the silence. Cindy leans

in really close. The creeper licks her ear.

CINDY

Oh Jesus!

The Creeper roars with laughter, practically falling off her

seat. The other diners (respectable businessmen having

business breakfasts) turn and watch with a reproachful

stare. Cindy furiously rubs her ear with a napkin.

The waiter comes by with two fresh drinks, hesitates for a

second before setting them down.

CREEPER

Thanks doll.

She brushes the back of his hand.
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CINDY

You are disgusting. And I thought

your sister was bad.

The Creeper has stopped laughing and is watching the

waiter’s back thoughtfully.

CREEPER

Yep, that’s another.

61 INT. HOTEL - EVENING

A large, expensive suite, tastefully furnished. Cindy

boogies around the room in a cocktail dress, putting on

earrings, sliding on lipstick. The Creeper sits in an

armchair in a towelling robe. She looks exhausted.

CINDY

Aren’t you getting ready?

CREEPER

I’m all in. May have to sit this

one out.

CINDY

WHAT? C’mon, I can’t go out on my

own.

CREEPER

So stay in. We’ve got this big

fancy suite, might as well enjoy

it.

CINDY

Yeah, about this. Why do we have

this big fancy suite? What’s wrong

with your apartment, why didn’t we

just stay there?

CREEPER

I don’t like it there.

CINDY

Well, how’re you paying for all

this? Being that you don’t have a

job any more.

(reflecting)

Doubt I do either.

CREEPER

Credit cards. Luckily I paid

attention to pin numbers.
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CINDY

Won’t last forever though.

Specially if we have more wild

nights out!

She grabs the Creeper’s hands, forcing her to get out of her

chair.

CREEPER

Knock it off! I don’t want to go

out. Fuck I’m tired.

She gets up and goes and lies on the bed. Cindy stares at

her a while, and then starts boogie-ing again.

62 INT. CABIN - NIGHT

Sophie, Michelle and Jamie sit around the table, dirty

dinner plates in front of them. Michelle scribbles on a

piece of paper, Jamie’s on his phone.

MICHELLE

So that’s at least six students you

know, and two members of staff.

SOPHIE

Plus my room mate. And the janitor.

And there were loads of them at the

nursing home.

MICHELLE

Some of them are actually twins.

Come to think of it, there were a

lot of twins there. I’d never

thought of that before.

Jamie slams his phone down on the table.

JAMIE

God! You two. The world. Can’t we

talk about something else?

MICHELLE

What else IS there? Don’t you think

this is important?

JAMIE

I just don’t see how talking

endlessly about it is going to

solve things.

He turns to Sophie.

(CONTINUED)
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JAMIE

So, Sophie. What do you like to do

in your spare time? When we’re not

all being chased around by crazed

doppelgangers?

SOPHIE

Uh well. Rosemary - that’s my

sister - and I used to like to go

shopping.

She bites her lip. Michelle looks pointedly at Jamie and

rolls her eyes.

SOPHIE

And uh, I don’t know... read?

MICHELLE

Jamie’s a writer.

SOPHIE

Yeah - how’s your novel coming

along?

JAMIE

(not meeting Michelle’s hard

stare)

Um, yeah, good. I think I’m gonna

go watch TV.

He gets up and leaves the room. There’s an awkward silence.

MICHELLE

So... six women, four men. All

ages, different nationalities.

There must be a pattern, a common

theme.

She stands up.

MICHELLE

Come on.

63 INT. STUDY - NIGHT

They sit amongst paperwork, graph paper, sheets of formulas

and incomprehensible charts. Sophie’s exhausted, feet on a

pile of books, eyes closed.

MICHELLE

I’m going to figure this out...

(CONTINUED)
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SOPHIE

I’m going to fall off this chair.

MICHELLE

Let’s go get something to eat.

We’re so near, I can feel it. It’s

on the tip of my... brain.

64 INT. KITCHEN - SAME

They troop into the tiny kitchen. It’s spotless. Michelle

looks around, puzzled.

MICHELLE

Jamie must have tidied up. First

time ever.

She shakes off the thought forming in her mind. Grabs a pan,

a bowl, a whisk.

MICHELLE (CONT.)

Hand me those eggs.

Sophie passes a big box of eggs. Michelle lights the gas,

puts a pan on the stove, and starts to break eggs into the

bowl. She cracks an extra large egg, and two plump orange

yolks plop into the bowl. A double yolker. She stares at

them.

MICHELLE

Oh Jesus Christ...

65 INT. BUS - DAY

Sophie and Michelle sit side by side on a tired old bus as

it weaves its way through downtown traffic. Michelle has a

notebook open and is showing Sophie something.

MICHELLE

So the egg splits, becomes two

babies, but after a few weeks, one

of the foetuses dies. Lack of room,

nutrients, whatever. Very common.

Only one in eight multi-foetus

pregnancies goes to term.

SOPHIE

So where does it go?

(CONTINUED)
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MICHELLE

Gets absorbed into the placenta

normally. Or the womb.

Disintegrates. Sometimes it gets

squished, so its whole outline can

be seen on the placenta. Sometimes

- and this is really gross -

sometimes it gets flattened and

superimposes itself on the

surviving baby’s head, like a

sticker.

She draws something on the pad. Sophie pushes it away.

SOPHIE

That’s disgusting.

They’ve caught the attention of the man sat behind them. He

peers over Michelle’s shoulder.

MICHELLE

So you’ve got all these unborn

twins - vanishing twins - who never

got to live. And I guess, if you

believe in... souls, and that sort

of thing... well, it could be

conceivable that all these unborn

twins stay with their sibling, and,

and, are now being... born. God,

that sounds lame, doesn’t it.

SOPHIE

I don’t know. It kind of makes

sense. None of the people we know

with creepers are twins. Which

would back up your theory. They

look identical, same age, same sex.

MICHELLE

Yes. What I can’t figure out is why

some creepers take over really

quickly, and others are just...

hanging around. Like the - the baby

for example.

SOPHIE

They seem to want to copy their

twin first. Like, they have to

become their exact double. My

roommate, hers copies everything

she does. All her mannerisms. It’s

weird.

(CONTINUED)
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MICHELLE

What about her speech patterns? Are

they the same?

SOPHIE

No, she didn’t speak. I don’t think

they do...

MICHELLE

...until they take over! That’s it!

They can’t take over until they can

speak!

SOPHIE

Which is why Christopher’s double

hasn’t taken over! He can’t!

Michelle looks like she could kiss her.

MICHELLE

You’re right! Oh God, you’re right.

So, older people are easier to get

crept, because their twins have

been with them their whole lives,

they know them so well, they can

take over more easily.

SOPHIE

It all makes sense.

The bus stops and a couple of people push past. The man

behind them is all ears. Plus a smart phone, discreetly

placed at an angle, recording everything.

MICHELLE

And it’s all happened in the last

month. Since that Medium did her

little soul-transferring ritual

with you and your sister.

SOPHIE

Do you think she’ll speak to us?

MICHELLE

We’ll find out. What was the

address again?

SOPHIE

The corner of Third and Broadway.

Couple more stops.

The man with the phone saves his video. Looks thoughtful.
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66 EXT. BLOCK OF FLATS - DAY

Familiar concrete steps lead up to a familiar puddle. It’s

definitely not water. Sophie deftly steps over it and

marches along the corridor. The lift dings in the background

and Michelle joins her outside the shabby black door. Sophie

reaches up her hand to knock, but it’s ajar. Tentatively,

she pushes it open.

SOPHIE

Hello? Anyone home?

(to Michelle)

I don’t even know her name.

Michelle steps into the apartment.

MICHELLE

Hello? Is anybody here? Sorry to

disturb...

The apartment’s empty, deserted. Clothes - including a green

nurse’s uniform - are strewn across the floor, unwashed cups

and plates adorn surfaces. It looks like she left in a

hurry.

MICHELLE

Bugger.

SOPHIE

Where’s she gone?

MICHELLE

I don’t know. I imagine she

realised someone was on to her.

SOPHIE

Well, we don’t know if she’s

involved yet - do we?

Michelle sits down on the couch. Feels weird about it and

stands up again.

MICHELLE

Tell me again what she said to you

when you saw her last.

SOPHIE

Just that life was too short and

some people don’t get to experience

it at all. I don’t know, she was

acting all weird, all flighty and

giddy.

(CONTINUED)
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MICHELLE

Hmm.

SOPHIE

What is it? Tell me what you’re

thinking.

MICHELLE

I think she might have been crept.

SOPHIE

What? I thought you said she

started it all?

MICHELLE

Yes, I think she did. I think she’s

allowing people’s unborn twins to

come to life, and in doing so,

enabled her own to take her over.

SOPHIE

So when I saw her, it was actually

her creeper?

MICHELLE

Maybe.

SOPHIE

Oh God! Oh shit that’s so creepy.

MICHELLE

Aptly named.

SOPHIE

It makes sense. That’s why she was

so happy, so... alive.

MICHELLE

It does seem to be a common theme.

Sophie looks at her out of the corner of her eye. Takes a

gamble.

SOPHIE

I guess you can be reassured that

at least Jamie hasn’t been crept

then.

Michelle looks at her sharply. Then smiles.

MICHELLE

You have a point.
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67 INT. CABIN - DAY

Jamie sits at his laptop. He looks thunderstruck. A video is

playing, but we can’t hear much of it. It finishes and he

replays. The dog barks.

Tyres on gravel and a playful beep. Jamie gets up and flings

open the door.

68 EXT. CABIN - SAME

JAMIE

What the hell have you done?

Michelle and Sophie, getting out of the car, look

non-plussed.

JAMIE (CONT.)

You’re all over the fucking

internet.

MICHELLE

Wha...?

He charges back inside. They follow.

69 INT. CABIN - SAME

Jamie goes to the laptop and presses play. Michelle and

Sophie gather round. It’s a Youtube video - of Michelle and

Sophie. On the bus. Talking about the Medium, and their

theory.

SOPHIE

Oh shit...

MICHELLE

I don’t get it. How did this

happen?

JAMIE

Obviously someone was filming your

little conversation. And now it’s

gone viral.

MICHELLE

How did you find it?

JAMIE

On Twitter.

(CONTINUED)
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MICHELLE

Oh fucking twitter!

JAMIE

Hashtag "Creepers". It’s got like a

million retweets.

SOPHIE

We said her address.

JAMIE

Was she there? Did you speak to

her?

MICHELLE

No, she’d gone.

JAMIE

Well she definitely won’t be back

now.

SOPHIE

Shit.

JAMIE

Do your students know you’re here?

MICHELLE

No. I don’t know. Why?

JAMIE

Because you’ve just guest-starred

in the most viral video since Miley

Cyrus learnt to twerk! Your

students will sell your address,

your phone number - the last

biscuit you fucking half ate - to

the press, and they’ll be out here

before we can sodding blink!

MICHELLE

I don’t think they know about here.

Although I did say at Greenview...

SOPHIE

Greenview!

Michelle and Jamie turn to look at her.

SOPHIE

That’s why I remembered the name.

The woman - the medium - she worked

at Greenview.

(CONTINUED)
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MICHELLE

At Mum’s care home?

SOPHIE

Yeah, she said so. Shit. So she

probably knows who you are anyway.

MICHELLE

The medium is my mother’s nurse?

The creeper?

JAMIE

What the hell is going on?

MICHELLE

We’ve got to find her. We’ve got to

stop her.

JAMIE

Are you crazy? We need to stay the

hell away. She’s dangerous - look

at Christopher.

MICHELLE

But she might be the only one who

can fix it. Who can make the

creepers go away.

SOPHIE

I can’t believe what she did really

worked. She brought dead people to

life.

MICHELLE

No she didn’t Sophie! Creepers

aren’t real, they’re... souls. Not

dead people.

SOPHIE

Well, Rosemary’s got a soul. So if

the medium could bring other souls

to life, she can bring back Rosie.

Sophie pushes past them and walks into the cabin. Michelle

and Jamie look at each other, both completely out of their

depth.

JAMIE

When did our lives turn into a bad

B movie?
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70 INT. DINER - DAY

A busy lunchtime diner. A TV plays in the corner - the staff

and customers are watching, hushing anyone speaking over the

programme. We zoom in - it’s the news.

The anchorwoman reads solemnly.

ANCHOR

Theories abound across the internet

about what could be causing the

phenomenon, with suggestions

ranging from biological viruses to

alien landings. So far little has

been discovered from preliminary

tests on subjects...

FOOTAGE OF MEN, WOMEN, CHILDREN - AND THEIR DOUBLES - ALL

TROOPING OUT OF ARMY TRUCKS AND INTO LABORATORY BUILDINGS

ANCHOR (CONT.)

...other than all are healthy, have

normal heart rates and blood

pressure, and with full

capabilities, except for what

appears to be selective mutism.

The anchor looks directly into the camera. She’s still

reading - but it’s as if she knows this bit off by heart.

ANCHOR (CONT.)

Rumours that so-called creepers

achieve the ability to speak

directly before they possess their

host’s physical body have not yet

been confirmed. Scientists are

remaining tight-lipped as to the

status of the test subjects, and

what will be done with them.

FOOTAGE OF THE YOUTUBE VIDEO

ANCHOR (CONT.)

Meanwhile, both the scientists at

Oakdale laboratory, and the

detectives involved in the case are

seeking to interview Professor

Michelle Morrison, a Genealogy

Professor at Berkeley, following a

YouTube video that went viral this

morning. The video - which was

captured on a member of the

public’s smartphone, apparently

(MORE)
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ANCHOR (CONT.) (cont’d)
covertly - shows Ms Morrison in

conversation with a student, Sophie

XX, regarding her theories on the

origin of the creepers. As a

well-respected member of the

genealogy department here at

Berkeley, her theories are being

considered carefully, and

detectives are keen for Miss

Morrison to help with their

enquiries. So far, the professor

has not been tracked down, and

appears to have left her home in

the bay area.

FOOTAGE OF THE MEDIUM’S APARTMENT, SURROUNDED BY PRESS

ANCHOR (CONT.)

The same is also the case for the

alleged Medium mentioned in the

video, whose identity and exact

whereabouts also remain unknown.

Let’s cross to Sally, who’s on the

scene.

CUT TO:

71 EXT.SALLY, ON THE SCENE - MEDIUM’S APARTMENT

A young blonde woman in a puffa jacket stands in front of a

crowd of curious onlookers, and about 30 cameramen, sound

men, and assorted runners.

SALLY

Thanks Lisa. As you can see, word

has gotten round that the so-called

Medium, mentioned in the social

media video, used to live in this

apartment block, and might be part

of the root cause of the recent

creepers phenomenon. None of the

residents here know of anyone

purporting to be a medium, nor do

we know exactly which of these

apartment blocks is her home

address. I’m here with Mr Charles

Martinez, one of the residents here

- Mr Martinez, what do you think -

have you seen anything out of the

ordinary happen recently?

(CONTINUED)
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MR MARTINEZ

Hell yeah! I mean, there’s always

crazy stuff going on round here,

but the other day I saw this crazy

lady, mid-50s I guess, runnin

around with a bowl of cookie dough,

throwin it over the edge of the

balcony! I mean, what the hell?

ANCHOR

Er ok - and do you think she might

be the medium in question sir?

MR MARTINEZ

Course not! She was a nurse.

ANCHOR

Right. Back to you Lisa.

The camera is suddenly wrested away and focused on a group

of people on the stairwell. Two are identical, and locked in

an embrace. There are screams, scuffles, people are trying

to get away.

ONLOOKER

I think he’s gonna speak!

ONLOOKER

Oh God it’s one of them!

The two identical men stare each other directly in the eyes.

One looks terrified, the other, steelily determined.

TERRIFIED MAN

Please, don’t.

The other mouths some words, a slight sound escaping his

lips. With renewed determination, he says them again, and

again. Until we hear them.

DETERMINED MAN

Your life is mine now.

The Creeper relinquishes his grip on his terrified host, and

enters his body. The host’s body goes slack, shudders, and

then straightens. He stands up, looking around at the crowd.

And smiles.

A woman faints, the crowd backs away. Someone cries. The

camera pans back to Sally’s ghostly pale face.

(CONTINUED)
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SALLY

Back to the studio.

72 INT. STUDIO - SAME

Lisa stares, stunned, into the camera. She snaps to

attention.

LISA

Er, ladies and gentlemen, I

apologise for any of that footage

that you might have found

distressing. We are live and

uninterrupted... we’ll return to

the scene, and Sally, in a short

while, right after these

advertisements.

The TV snaps to adverts.

73 INT. DINER - SAME

The crowd surrounding the TV is silent. A pause, and then a

general hum of excited conversation fills the air.

CREEPER

(to herself)

Well, Professor Morrison. Sounds

like we need to have a little chat.

74 INT. CABIN - DAY

Michelle and Jamie sit side by side at the kitchen table,

watching the video clip over and over.

MICHELLE

Shit, Jamie, I’m scared. What if

she sees this? She’s going to come

after me.

JAMIE

At most she knows your name. And

where you work. Possibly where we

live. Fucking internet.

MICHELLE

We’re safe here though, don’t you

think?

(CONTINUED)
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JAMIE

I think so.

MICHELLE

I only told the nursing home we had

a cabin.I didn’t say where. And

Sophie, you’ve not told anyone

where you are, have you? Soph?

Sophie is engrossed in her phone.

SOPHIE

What? No.

JAMIE

We just need to lie low then. Wait

and see.

MICHELLE

But what if she does find us? What

if she comes here and... and...

attacks me?

JAMIE

She’ll have to get past me first.

Anyway, I have Rita.

MICHELLE

Rita?

JAMIE

The Revolver. It was Dad’s. He kept

it here. I never got rid of it.

MICHELLE

Jesus Jamie. We’re not going to

shoot her.

JAMIE

I’m not saying I would. But it’s a

good deterrent.

SOPHIE

Can Creepers be shot? I mean, can

they be killed? If they’re like the

undead or whatever.

JAMIE

It’s a good point.

MICHELLE

It’s irrelevant. We’re not shooting

anyone. If she does come here,

(MORE)
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MICHELLE (cont’d)
we’ll just have to... reason with

her. Find out what she wants.

SOPHIE

Maybe we should be trying to find

her. Talk to her.

MICHELLE

Or helping the police catch her. If

she’s spreading this thing, like a

disease.

JAMIE

But how can we? She’s left her

apartment. She’s not at the nursing

home. We don’t know anything about

her.

SOPHIE

I could maybe find her. I could...

MICHELLE

Sophie knows what she looks like.

She could go to the police, give a

description, they could do one of

those drawings.

JAMIE

No! You’d get mobbed before you

even got to the station.

MICHELLE

But the police have said they want

to talk to us.

JAMIE

No way! As soon as this Medium

knows you’re with the police,

she’ll know where to find us. We

need to stay here.

SOPHIE

What, forever?

JAMIE

For a bit. Until we know what’s

what.

SOPHIE

We’re going to run out of supplies

soon.

(CONTINUED)
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JAMIE

Well, I’ll have to go get some.

SOPHIE

I can go.

JAMIE

No! Everyone knows your face too.

SOPHIE

Not in this hick town. They

probably don’t even have internet.

JAMIE

Don’t you believe it. For yokels,

they’re pretty in touch. I came up

here to write once and didn’t get a

minute of peace. They knew I was

here straightaway. I’m like a minor

celebrity round here...

He trails off as he sees Michelle’s look of horror.

JAMIE (CONT.)

I mean, that won’t happen this

time.

MICHELLE

For fuck’s sake! As soon as they

get a whiff of a story they’ll be

selling us out to the papers.

JAMIE

Shit. You’re probably right. We

should go. Where?

MICHELLE

I don’t know. Somewhere we won’t

attract attention.

JAMIE

How you think a man, two babies,

two of America’s most wanted and a

station wagon are going to go

anywhere unnoticed I don’t know.

As if on cue, the station wagon outside roars into life.

Michelle and Jamie whirl round to the window. Sophie is

gone.
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75 EXT. CABIN - SAME

The station wagon roars down the drive, scattering gravel, a

grimset Sophie at the wheel.

76 EXT. BEACH - DUSK

A familiar scene. Sophie trudges up the windswept beach

towards where, by the shore, a woman stands, looking out to

sea.

CREEPER

You’re late.

SOPHIE

I had trouble with the car. I don’t

drive often. Rosemary always did

the driving.

CREEPER

You’re really not coping well

without her at all, are you?

SOPHIE

No. I really want her back.

CREEPER

She’s dead. No bringing her back.

SOPHIE

That’s not true! You can do it, I

know you can. I thought you were a

fake at first. But you can do it -

you started all this.

CREEPER

Not me, My sister. I just seem to

have... carried it on.

SOPHIE

You said you could help me.

CREEPER

You said you’d bring your friend.

The Professor.

SOPHIE

She wouldn’t come. They’re

freaked out. They’re worried you

want to hurt them.

(CONTINUED)
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CREEPER

They needn’t worry. I feel like

death. I think this whole thing

will live and die with me.

SOPHIE

Please. If there’s anything you can

do to help me and Rosie. Maybe you

could do the ritual again...

CREEPER

I want to meet the Professor. I

think she might be able to help me.

SOPHIE

Help you - how?

CREEPER

I’m dying. Whatever life I’ve been

given - it’s finite. Like a battery

going dead. But my sister was fine

- fit, healthy. I must be able to

tap into that, I’m in her body.

Anyway, your professor’s the expert

in that sort of stuff - genealogy

and things. DNA. There must be a

way of harnessing that energy,

bringing it back.

SOPHIE

Uh, I dunno.

CREEPER

Well, of course YOU don’t know,

you’re just a child who can’t

follow a simple instruction!

I don’t know either. I’ve spent

the last 40 years living in the

shadow of a medium cum bedpan

changer for God’s sake - and she

wasn’t any good at either! But the

professor...

SOPHIE

Michelle.

CREEPER

Yeah - her. She’ll know.

SOPHIE

She won’t want to see you. They’re

terrified of you. Haven’t you seen

the news? Everyone’s getting

(MORE)
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SOPHIE (cont’d)
these... creepers. Their baby has

one.

The Creeper looks at Sophie, a gleam in her eye.

CREEPER

Their baby has one?

SOPHIE

Yeah.

CREEPER

Well then. I can help her. The

Professor. I can get rid of the

baby’s double. She’ll want to see

me now, won’t she?

SOPHIE

Really - you can help her?

CREEPER

And she can help me.

She starts to hurry along the beach.

CREEPER

Your car is over here?

SOPHIE

And can you help me? Please - can

you try?

The Creeper stops. Takes Sophie by the shoulders.

CREEPER

Take me to the professor. Then I’ll

reunite you with your sister. I

promise.

77 INT. CABIN - EVENING

It’s nearly dark. The living room of the cabin is lit by a

couple of table lamps but the room is in shadow. The babies

lull peacefully in their cot. Michelle and Jamie lie

sprawled on the couch, sleeping fitfully. They’re dreaming.

Close up on Jamie as we enter his subconscious...
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78 INT. APARTMENT - NIGHT

A party is in full swing. Jamie’s young, carefree, chugging

on a beer bottle. Eyeing up the girls, scantily clad, as

they giggle past him and towards a lit-up pool. One girl

passes him, her long auburn hair obscuring her face. She

beckons him to follow, loosely grabbing his hand. He trips

along behind her.

79 EXT. POOLSIDE - SAME

From Jamie’s POV we see the girl walking towards the pool.

She drops his hand to take off her dress, revealing a

bikini. She dives gracefully into the pool.

GIRL

Come join me!

JAMIE

No way!

GIRL

Dive in. C’mon, you know you want

to.

She ducks under the surface of the water, hidden for a few

seconds. Then surfaces. She’s holding two babies. Jamie’s

babies. We focus on her face - she looks like Michelle, only

different. It’s Lindsay.

MICHELLE (O.C.)

What are you doing with my babies?

Jamie spins around to see Michelle standing behind him. She

looks at him accusingly.

MICHELLE

What’s going on?

LINDSAY

Come and get ’em.

Michelle and Jamie whirl round to the pool. Lindsay is

ducking under the water again, taking both babies with her.

JAMIE

No! Stop!

MICHELLE

Lindsay, stop! They’ll drown!
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80 INT. CABIN - EVENING

Michelle and Jamie wake with a jolt, breathing heavily.

JAMIE

Shit, I was having a

nightmare.

MICHELLE

I was dreaming about my

sister.

They look at each other. Then race over to the crib. Both

babies sound asleep.

Headlights flash outside as the station wagon pulls up to

the cabin.

JAMIE

About fucking time.

The babies begin to whimper so Michelle and Jamie pick one

up each. The door opens and in walks Sophie, followed by the

Creeper.

MICHELLE

Oh hello. What are you doing here?

JAMIE

Who’s this?

MICHELLE

Mum’s nurse.

SOPHIE

No, she’s not. She’s her creeper.

And the medium’s creeper. She’s the

one who started it all.

Michelle and Jamie recoil in horror.

JAMIE

What the hell? Why have you brought

her here?

SOPHIE

Calm down. She can help you. And

me. And you need to help her. We

all just need to talk.

JAMIE

Sophie, what have you done?

The Creeper walks into the room and towards the babies.

(CONTINUED)
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CREEPER

Well, they’re handsome little

fellas, aren’t they?

JAMIE

Stay away from us!

CREEPER

Which one’s the original then?

Betcha don’t know, do you?

MICHELLE

Just go away, please.

CREEPER

I can tell you which one’s which.

Don’t you want to know?

MICHELLE

Please go away.

JAMIE

How?

MICHELLE

Jamie!!

JAMIE

How can you tell? Which one is he?

The Creeper walks over to him and looks at the baby in his

arms.

CREEPER

Yep, that’s the one.

Jamie stares at her, incredulous.

JAMIE

How do you know?

She lifts the baby out of his arms.

MICHELLE

Jamie! Don’t give him to her!

JAMIE

He’s the creeper!

MICHELLE

Says who? How would she know. Give

him back.

(CONTINUED)
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CREEPER

I can help you out here. But first

she has to do something for me.

MICHELLE

I don’t have to do anything! Give

us our baby back. I want you to

leave right away.

The creeper sits down in an armchair.

CREEPER

Why don’t we all sit down and have

a nice chat.

SOPHIE

I’ll go make some tea.

CREEPER

You’ll sit down and do as you’re

told.

Sophie meekly sits down.

CREEPER

And you two. Sit down. Now.

MICHELLE

Now look here! Everyone else might

be frightened of you but I’m not! I

want you to...

She trails off as the Creeper reaches into her bag and pulls

out a large hypodermic needle.

CREEPER

Sit down.

Michelle and Jamie sink down into the couch.

CREEPER

Thank you. Now. I’ve seen the

video. As you so correctly

surmised, I am the one spreading

this... phenomenon. Whatever it is.

Whoever comes into contact with me,

if they once had a twin, that twin

is coming to life. I don’t know

why, I don’t really care. I didn’t

start it - it was my idiot sister

when she messed around with that

girl and her sister. She opened

something up.

(CONTINUED)
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SOPHIE

Rosemary!

CREEPER

Shut up! All I know is that I’ve

been given life. And now that life

is being taken away. I feel tired,

nauseous, like I’m only half there.

So I want you to fix me.

MICHELLE

Me? What can I do?

CREEPER

You’re the expert. Look at my DNA.

Find out if I’m real. Help me.

MICHELLE

You need a doctor. I’m not a

doctor.

CREEPER

Don’t fob me off! I know you can

help me.

MICHELLE

I can’t. I honestly can’t. What are

you doing - stop!

The Creeper is holding the hypodermic needle against the

baby’s arm.

CREEPER

Help me. Or I kill your son.

JAMIE

You said that one was the creeper!

CREEPER

Could be. Or not. I don’t know.

MICHELLE

Please stop! Whether he’s the

creeper or not! Please don’t hurt

him.

CREEPER

Then help me!

JAMIE

Look, I’m sorry for you, but we

can’t help. Why are you doing this?

(CONTINUED)
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CREEPER

Have you any idea what it’s like to

be denied life? To see someone else

living the life you should have

had, when all you can do is sit

back and watch?

JAMIE

What are you talking about?

MICHELLE

Yes.

Jamie looks at her.

MICHELLE

I understand. My twin. Lindsay was

always my parents’ favourite. They

never wanted twins - they couldn’t

afford them. So they gave my

sister, who was two minutes older

than me, everything. I got nothing.

Lindsay got to go on school trips,

have all the best clothes, get all

the opportunities. It’s even why

she died - she was going out to see

her friends when she fell down the

stairs.

CREEPER

So you do know. Standing in the

shadows. Watching them do it all

wrong. Never getting a chance to

live life properly.

MICHELLE

I wasn’t allowed to do anything! I

got in the way, and spoiled things.

I had no life.

CREEPER

You had more life like me! You

could touch, and taste, and smell.

You still had things.

MICHELLE

Only after she died. I only ever

got anything - clothes of my own,

attention, affection - only after

she was gone. It was like they

could only cope with one child at a

time. And even then...

(CONTINUED)
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Michelle gestures to her mother, seemingly asleep in the

rocking chair.

MICHELLE

My mother hasn’t spoken since

Lindsay died. She hasn’t said one

word. She barely acknowledges I

exist.

CREEPER

Did you never want her life for

yourself? Did you never wish she

was dead, so you could have her

life?

MICHELLE

Of course I did. That’s why I

pushed her down the stairs.

JAMIE

Jesus.

CREEPER

Then you’re no better than me. You

killed her, so you could live.

That’s all I’ve done.

MICHELLE

I’ve regretted it every day! I lost

my sister, and my mother that day.

Suddenly I had her whole life, all

these opportunities, and all I

wanted was to have her back. That’s

why I talk to her all the time,

even though she’ll never answer me.

SOPHIE

I just want to be with Rosemary

again.

MICHELLE

Shut up Sophie!

The Creeper stands up.

CREEPER

So, are you going to help me or

not?

MICHELLE

I can’t.

The Creeper squirts a little of the liquid out of the

syringe.

(CONTINUED)
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CREEPER

I’m not kidding. This is morphine.

It’ll kill him instantly.

MICHELLE

No, you mustn’t! They’re innocent!

CREEPER

Which one? Twins - whether they’re

born that way or not - one’s always

trying to take over the other. It

would be a kindness.

JAMIE

Please don’t hurt him.

CREEPER

They’ll die anyway! Like me! Like

all the creepers. We’re all dying

because you won’t help me!

MICHELLE

You don’t know that. She’s lying.

Maybe if you died they’d be ok.

They’d all live...

CREEPER

Perhaps. Or maybe all the hosts

would die and the creepers live.

Then what would you do? He’s a

helpless baby. You’d be obliged to

look after him. Your own son’s

killer. Much like your mother had

to do with you.

Jamie leaps up and charges towards the Creeper, armed with

Rita, his gun.

JAMIE

You drop that needle right now or

I’ll kill you!

SOPHIE

No! Don’t hurt her. She’s the only

one who can help me.

JAMIE

She was never going to help you

Sophie! She’s powerless.

CREEPER

Powerless huh? I can help you

Sophie. I’ll reunite you with your

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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CREEPER (cont’d)
sister. But tell him to put the gun

down.

MICHELLE

Sophie, stay away!

CREEPER

I mean it!

Sophie goes over to Jamie and stands in front of him,

directly in front of the gun.

MICHELLE

Sophie! She can’t help you. She

can’t bring people back from the

dead. Her sister did something -

something strange. She released

souls. But that’s all.

CREEPER

I can help you Sophie. Don’t listen

to them. Make him put down his gun.

SOPHIE

Give me the gun Jamie!

JAMIE

Get out of the way Sophie!

MICHELLE

Sophie! She’s got our baby! Jamie,

do something!

A commotion as Michelle’s mother suddenly leaps out of her

chair and charges towards the creeper. She knocks the

syringe out of her hands, grabs the baby and shoves him into

Sophie’s arms.

The Creeper howls and scrabbles for the syringe, knocking

the old lady to the ground. Michelle screams, shoves the

baby at Jamie and grabs his gun.

The Creeper grabs the needle and plunges it into Michelle’s

mother’s chest. Michelle fires the gun - the creeper slumps

to the floor.

MICHELLE

Mother!

She crouches over the dying woman.

(CONTINUED)
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MICHELLE

Mother. I’m so sorry. Please -

please talk to me.

MICHELLE’S MOTHER

I’m sorry darling, I forgive you.

Take care of your boys. Love them

both.

She dies.

The Creeper lies on the floor, blood pooling around her. She

gasps, smiles, and dies.

Sophie crosses over to Jamie and hands him the baby. He

takes them to where Michelle sits on the floor, gently

crying over her mother’s body. They sit, cradling the

babies. The door shuts softly.

A few moments pass, and we hear a muffled gunshot from

outside. Jamie and Michelle barely flinch.

81 EXT. CABIN - NIGHT

Outside in the gloaming, an owl hoots and the trees rustle

in the breeze. In the moonlight we see the ghostly shadows

of twin girls - Sophie and Rosemary - walk away, hand in

hand, finally reunited.

FADE OUT.

82 EPILOGUE - INT. STUDIO - DAY

A brightly lit TV studio, filming a daytime news programme.

Jamie, holding both babies, stands behind rows of cameras

which are trained upon a red couch, upon which sits the NEWS

ANCHOR and Michelle.

NEWS ANCHOR

So, we’ve definitely seen the last

of them then.

MICHELLE

Oh I think almost certainly. There

have been no more reported cases of

creepers since the night of the

15th when the original creeper

died.

(CONTINUED)
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NEWS ANCHOR

But many of the creepers are still

with us, is that correct?

MICHELLE

Yes, it appears so. Depending on

their state when the creeper died,

some have survived, and appear to

be fully developed human beings,

exact carbon copies of their hosts.

Obviously we don’t know everything

yet about their genetic makeup, but

we’re doing extensive tests and,

well, time will tell.

NEWS ANCHOR

And we still don’t know what caused

the phenomenon?

MICHELLE

No, of that we have very little

information as all the original

parties to the instigating event

are sadly deceased. We may never

know.

As the interview continues we cut back to the cameras. A

RUNNER - 20s, blonde, pretty - approaches Jamie and tickles

one of the babies under the chin.

RUNNER

Cute.

JAMIE

Thanks.

RUNNER

The babies are sweet too.

Jamie’s having none of it. He goes back to watching his

wife.

RUNNER

Are they twins?

JAMIE

Yes. Six months.

RUNNER

Must freak you out, what with all

this creeper talk.

(CONTINUED)
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JAMIE

Well, they’re just twins. Not

creepers.

RUNNER

So you work round here?

JAMIE

No.

RUNNER

Shame. So what do you do?

JAMIE

I’m a writer.

RUNNER

Oh cool. Anything I’d have read?

JAMIE

Soon. My novel’s out this month.

RUNNER

Hey, nice. I started writing a

novel once, could never get into

it. So much work.

JAMIE

I had writer’s block for the

longest time. But I’ve had a real

new lease of life the past few

weeks, got it cracked.

RUNNER

Amazing. I look forward to reading

it.

JAMIE

Thanks.

The interview’s over. Leaving the runner talking to herself,

Jamie walks over to Michelle. She takes one of the babies.

MICHELLE

Hey gorgeous. Hello baby.

JAMIE

That went well.

MICHELLE

Yeah. Hopefully the last one. Sick

of talking about it! How’re these

two?

(CONTINUED)
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JAMIE

Yeah good. Lindsay needs a change.

Let’s go.

They walk off together.

FADE OUT.


